
 

 

Notice of Intent to Conduct an Environmental Assessment for Proposed Action to Eliminate 

Trespass Horses at Fort Polk, LA 

 

Public Notice 

 

In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Army regulations, the Army is 

seeking input as well as the participation of animal rights groups and other subject matter experts in 

developing appropriate alternatives to eliminate trespass horses from the Fort Polk Military Reservation 

and the Peason Ridge Military Training Area. The U.S. Army Joint Readiness Training Center and Fort 

Polk will provide opportunities for interested agencies, organizations, and individuals for help in 

determining the appropriate scope of the Environmental Assessment (EA) to include alternative actions 

and issues of concern to be considered and analyzed.  

 

Fort Polk has a large population of trespass horses. The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of 

Louisiana has determined the horses are trespass livestock to which the Wild Free Roaming Horses and 

Burros Protection Act of 1971 is not applicable. 

 

The population of trespass horses that remain on the training landscape imposes a safety conflict with 

training activities. This safety risk is unacceptable for troops, Army equipment, and the horses 

themselves. 

 

The EA will evaluate potential impacts associated with a wide range of alternatives regarding the 

disposition of the trespass horses. The analysis process will identify affected resources, evaluate effects of 

the proposed actions on those resources, determine alternative implementation methods, and, if necessary, 

recommend mitigation measures.  

 

No decision on any actions regarding the horses or the disposition of the horses will be made until after 

completion of the EA and careful consideration of issues of concern and reasonable alternative actions 

identified by the public, appropriate government agencies, and subject matter experts. The Army 

encourages public input on this issue as well as the participation of animal welfare groups and other 

subject matter experts in developing an appropriate course of action in regard to this issue. To aid the 

Army in identifying and evaluating issues and concerns, comments should be as specific as possible.  

 

Please submit comments to usarmy.polk.imcom.mbx.pao-public-response@mail.mil or to the address 

shown below no later than 30 days from the date of this notice so that your comments and ideas can be 

addressed in the EA. 

 

JRTC and Fort Polk 

Public Affairs Office 

Attention: Public Response 

7033 Magnolia Drive Bldg. 4919 

Fort Polk, LA 71459 

 

A public meeting will be held in Leesville, LA, to receive public input on issues of concern and 

alternative courses of action. The Leesville meeting will be held from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday, August 13 at 

Leesville City Hall, 101 West Lee Street, Leesville, LA 71446. The meeting will be conducted in an 

"open house" type forum at which information booths will be established and public comment forms 

made available. The public can come and go at their convenience during the three-hour timeframe of the 

meeting. 

 

A
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Army closer to decision on Fort Polk horses
 Jeff Matthews, jmatthews@thetowntalk.com, (318) 487-6380 5:26 p.m. CDT September 23, 2015

More than 700 public comments being evaluated

A tentative decision about the fate of a herd of horses that roams Fort Polk could come in January.

More than 700 public comments have been received about the horses, which the Army wants removed but
advocates say should be left alone.

"We asked the community for official responses, and we received them," said Col. Gregg Athey, Fort Polk
garrison commander. "I want to thank all those who submitted ideas and opinions. Now we're going to spend
the next few months in careful review of the responses."

Army officials are trying to develop a plan to deal with the horses, which they say impede training and are a safety hazard. After evaluating public input
and assessing alternatives for feasibility and environmental impact, Fort Polk's commanding general will make a decision and a draft of the plan will be
presented to the public.

No decision has been made yet, officials stressed.

THETOWNTALK.COM

What will happen to Fort Polk's wild horses?

(http://www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/local/2015/08/14/fate-fort-polks-wild-
horses-debated/31728373/)

"The decision will be made by the commanding general once the analysis has been completed," Athey said.

The horses, which number in the hundreds, have been on and around the Vernon Parish post for years. Some believe they are the descendants of
cavalry horses or horses left behind when families were forced off the land to make room for Fort Polk. Others insist that's a myth, and say the herd
grew out of horses that were abandoned in the area.

The Army refers to them as "trespass horses" and has maintained that the Wild Free Roaming Horses and Burros Protection Act of 1971 does not
apply to them. A U.S. District Court sided with the Army.

For several years, members of the public have been allowed to capture horses on the post, provided they agree to conditions, including the animals
not be sold. But that program and other measures have not prevented the herd from growing in recent years.

(Photo: U.S. Army)

Buy Photo
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Lt. Col. Brian Sullivan, chief of staff of Fort Polk and the Joint Readiness Training Center, speaks to people at a public meeting concerning the horses that roam Fort
Polk. (Photo: Jeff Matthews/the town talk)

According to information presented at a public meeting in Leesville in August, at last count there were 238 horses on post and 149 on nearby land off
post that the Army uses for training. In 2004, 80 horses were counted on main post.

Army officials say the horses often gather in open areas used for aircraft landing, airborne operations and live fire exercises. This poses a risk to
soldiers on training operations, though there have been no documented cases of soldiers being injured because of the horses.

"The time to take steps to prevent a future tragedy is now," Athey said.

Advocates argue that the horses should be treasured and protected as a part of Fort Polk, and worry that the simplest solution will see most or all of
the animals dead.

Responses from interested members of the public have included leaving the horses to roam free, rounding them up and selling them at auction,
working with groups to find owners for them and focusing on methods to keep them away from training areas.

Read or Share this story: http://www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/2015/09/23/army-closer-decision-fort-polk-horses/72688274/
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arrested-after-
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plays-key-role-
gop-

fundraising/77041522/)
Staff writers
look forward
to new roles

(/story/news/local/2015/12/09/staff-writers-look-
forward-new-roles/77046434/)
Dec. 9, 2015, 12:58 p.m.

Pineville motorcyclist arrested
after crash

(/story/news/2015/12/09/pineville-motorcyclist-
arrested-after-crash/77045468/)
Dec. 9, 2015, 12:48 p.m.
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Thomas F. King, PhD 
8715 First Ave. #805D, Silver Spring MD 20910    Professional Resumè 
Telephone (240) 475-0595 Facsimile (240) 465-1179 E-mail tomking106@gmail.com 
Blog: http://crmplus.blogspot.com/ 

Cultural Resource Impact Assessment and Negotiation, Writing, Training 
 
Employment 
 
Presently: Proprietor, Thomas F. King PhD, LLC: private consultant, educator, writer, facilitator 
in cultural resource management and environmental review; Senior Archeologist, The 
International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery Amelia Earhart Project. 
 
Formerly: Cultural resource consultant to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. 
Trainer/Consultant, SWCA Environmental Consultants. Member, Sussex Archaeological 
Executive. Senior Instructional Consultant, National Preservation Institute. Expert consultant to 
U.S. General Services Administration. Senior staff/program director for Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation. Consultant to the High Commissioner, Trust Territory of the Pacific 
Islands. Archeologist with the National Park Service. Consulting archeologist, head of 
archeological surveys at San Francisco State University, UCLA, University of 
California Riverside. U.S. Navy veteran, WestPac 1960-62. 
 
Education 
 
PhD, University of California, Riverside, Anthropology, 1976. 
BA, San Francisco State University (then College), Anthropology, 1968. 
Certificate: Mediator, Bowie State University Center for Alternative Dispute Resolution, 1997. 
 
Clients (in last two decades) 
 
Government Agencies: U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs; U.S. National Park Service; U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation; U.S. Bureau of Land Management; USDA Forest Service; USDA Farm Service Agency; 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; U.S. Navy; U.S. Air Force; U.S. Army; Federal Aviation Administration; 
Grand Canyon Monitoring and Research Center; Yap State Historic Preservation Officer; Guam Historic 
Preservation Officer; City of Newport News, Virginia; City of Hingham, Massachusetts. 
 
Indian Tribes, Tribal Service Organizations & Other Indigenous Groups: Native American Rights 
Fund, Native Village of Tyonek, Lummi Nation, Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Indians; Miami Tribe of 
Oklahoma; Viejas Tribe of Kumeyaay Indians; Fort Mojave Indian Tribe; Table Mountain Rancheria; 
Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians; Big Pine Band of Paiute; Tuolumne Rancheria; Confederated Tribes 
of the Umatilla Reservation; Klamath River Intertribal Fish and Water Commission; Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs; Mole Lake Sokaogon Community of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians; Bad River and Red Cliff 
Bands of Lake Superior Tribe of Chippewa Indians; Hualapai Tribe; Quechan Indian Nation; Round 
Valley Indian Tribes; Penobscot Tribe. 
 
Private Sector: Blythe Energy Corp; Cingular Wireless; Odyssey Marine Exploration; Avista Utilities; 
Dripping Springs Ranch. 
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Non-profit organizations: Greater Newport Rural Historic District Committee (Virginia); California 
Unions for Reliable Energy; National Preservation Institute; Buckland Preservation Society; 
Piedmont Environmental Council, Backcountry Horsemen of California. 
 
Courses Taught 
 
Short courses for Department of Veterans Affairs, tribal and state clients, and others, and 
formerly for SWCA Environmental Consultants, National Preservation Institute, University of 
Nevada, Reno, General Services Administration, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 
Environmental Protection Agency, National Park Service, and Department of Defense.  
Subjects: cultural resource law and policy, Section 106 review, National Environmental Policy 
Act implementation, identification and protection of traditional cultural properties, Native 
American consultation, environmental justice, conflict resolution, and related subjects. 
 
Publications (Selected) 
 
Books and Monographs, Cultural Resource Management 
 

 Consultation and Cultural Heritage: Let Us Reason Together (with Claudia Nissley). Left 
Coast Press 2014. 

 Cultural Resource Laws and Practice: An Introductory Guide (Fourth edition) AltaMira 
Press 2012 (First edition 1998; second edition 2004; third edition 2008) 

 CRMudgeoneity. Kindle Books, Amazon.com, 2011 
 Companion to Cultural Resource Management (Editor). Wiley-Blackwell, 2011 
 Our Unprotected Heritage: Whitewashing Destruction of Our Natural and Cultural 

Environment. Left Coast Press, 2009. 
 Saving Places that Matter: A Citizens Guide to the National Historic Preservation Act. 

Left Coast Press 2007. 
 The Archaeological Survey Manual. With Greg White. Left Coast Press 2007. 
 Doing Archaeology: a Cultural Resource Management Perspective. Left Coast Press 2005. 
 Places that Count: Traditional Cultural Properties in Cultural Resource Management. 

AltaMira Press 2003. 
 Thinking About Cultural Resource Management: Essays From the Edge. AltaMira Press 2002. 
 Federal Projects and Historic Places: the Section 106 Process. AltaMira Press, 2000 

 
Books and Monographs: Archaeology and History 
 

 Amelia Earhart on Norwich Island (Historical Novel). In press, 2016. 
 Thirteen Bones (Historical Novel). Dog-Ear Press, 2009. 
 Amelia Earhart’s Shoes. With R. Jacobson, K. Burns, and K. Spading. AltaMira Press, Second edition 2004 

(First edition 2001). 
 Piseken Nóómw Nóón Tonaachaw: Archeology in the Tonaachaw Historic District, Moen 

Island, Truk. With P.L. Parker, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale and Micronesian Archeological 
Survey, Saipan 1984. 

 
Articles: Cultural Resource Management, Archaeology, History 
 

 Eliminating Contract Document Conflicts with Environmental Impact Assessment: An Example from the 
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. Environmental Practice, pp. 270-73, December 2016 
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(Articles – continued) 
 The Unfulfilled Potential of the National Historic Preservation Act. National Trust for Historic Preservation 

Forum, 2016. 
 Cultural Resources in Environmental Impact Assessment. Environmental Practice 18(3):231-5, 2016. 
 Indigenous Traditional Cultural Places in Environmental Impact Assessment: The Case of the Ch’u’itnu 

Watershed. With Heather Kendall-Miller. Environmental Practice 18(3):180-3, 2016. 
 Repeal the National Historic Preservation Act. In Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of 

Historic Preservation in the United States. Max Page & Marla R. Miller, eds., Amherst, U. of 
Massachusetts Press, pp. 128-31, 2016 

 The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Silencing of Native American 
Worldviews. With Kurt E. Dongoske & Theresa Pasqual. Environmental Practice 17(1):36-45, 2015. 

 Cultural Heritage, Environmental Impact Assessment, and People. In Cultural Heritage 
Research Volume 2 by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences [CASS] (Proceedings of the World 
Archaeological Congress 2011 Beijing Intercongress on Heritage Management in Asia), Science Press 
Beijing 2013. 

 Articles on artifact distribution analysis, aviation archaeology, cultural resource 
management, excavation, field methods, settlement archaeology, archaeological sites, 
survey methods, and archaeology of U.S. and Canada, in The Oxford Companion to 
Archaeology, 2nd edition; Neil Asher Silberman, Editor in Chief, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2012. 

 Public Archaeology is a Menace to the Public – and to Archaeology. Arquelogiapublica 
2:5-23, http://www.arqueologiapublica.es/index.php, 2012. 

 Amelia Earhart on Nikumaroro: a Summary of the Evidence. Pacific Studies 35:3, 2012. 
 Amelia Earhart in the Mariana Islands: a Consideration of the Evidence. With Thomas Roberts and Joseph 

Cerniglia. Marianas History Conference 2012; Guampedia, 
http://issuu.com/guampedia/docs/marianas_world_war_ii/1: 121-92, 2012 

 “Good and Bad, I Defined These Terms, Quite Clear, No Doubt, Somehow.” A Commentary on Stefan 
Claesson’s “The Value and Valuation of Maritime Cultural Heritage.” International Journal of Cultural 
Property 19(1):119-24), Cambridge, 2012. 

 U.S. Government Burdens on the Exercise of Traditional Religions: Two Cases Provide 
Conflicting Interpretations. International Journal of Cultural Property 18(3):393-96, 
Cambridge, 2011. 

 Archaeology of the Recent Past; The Legal Mélange; and A Future for Cultural Resource 
Management? Chapters in Companion to Cultural Resource Management, Wiley- 
Blackwell, 2011. 

 Preservation, Sustainability, and Environmental Impact Assessment in Post-Colonial 
Developing Nations. In Sustainability and Historic Preservation, Richard Longstreth, editor. University of 
Delaware Press, Newark, 2011. 

 Estudo de impacto ambiental, gestäo de patrimônio cultural e bens históricos. Aprendendo com os erros dos 
Estados Unidos da América. Trans. By Rafael Brandi. Cadernos de Ciências Humanas 11 e 12, Números 
20 e 21, 2008-2009 (2010); Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz, Ilhéus-Bahia, Brasil, 

 Review of Managing Archaeological Resources (Left Coast, 2009). Australian Archaeology 71:84-85, 
2010. 

 “What Burdens Religion? Musings on Two Recent Cases Interpreting the Religious Freedom Restoration 
Act (RFRA).” Great Plains Natural Resources Journal 13:1-11. 

 “A Listless Approach to Resource Management.” Heritage Management 3:1:97-100, 2010. 
  “My Historic Environment.” Historic Environment 1:1:103-6, Maney & Son, London, 2010. 
  “Backing Into Disaster: Lessons in Cultural Resource Management from the ‘Graving Dock’ at Port 

Angeles, Washington.” Journal of Northwest Anthropology 4(2):153-161, 2009. 
 “Who Makes It Heritage?” Heritage Management 1:1:99-107, 2009. 
 “Rethinking Traditional Cultural Properties?” George Wright Forum 26:1:28-36, 2009, George Wright 

Society, Washington DC. 
 Review of Archaeological Theory and the Politics of Cultural Heritage, Laurajane Smith, 

Australian Archaeology 66:77-8. June 2008. 
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(Articles – continued) 
 Entries on archaeological ethics, archaeology in environmental impact analysis, and deep ocean 

archaeology in The Encyclopedia of Archaeology, Deborah M. Pearsall, ed. In chief, Elsevier, New York, 
2007. 

 Review of Yearbook of Cultural Property Law: 2006, Sherry Hutt et al, eds., The Public 
Historian 29:2:109-113, 2007 

 Review of Ethnographies of Archaeological Practice: Cultural Encounters, Material 
Transformations, Matt Edgeworth, ed.; The Applied Anthropologist 27:2:186-8, 2007 

 “Creatures and Culture: Some Implications of Dugong v. Rumsfeld.” International 
Journal of Cultural Property 2006 

 “Animals and the National Register.” The Applied Anthropologist 2006. 
 “How Micronesia Changed the U.S. Historic Preservation Program, and the Importance of 

Keeping It From Changing Back.” Micronesian Journal of the Humanities and Social 
Sciences 5:1, 2006 (online journal, http://marshall.csu.edu.au/MJHSS/ ). 

 “TIGHAR and the TBD in Jaluit: An Example of the Complexities to be Considered in 
Planning Submerged Historic Aircraft Recovery.” Micronesian Journal of the Humanities and Social 
Sciences 5:1, 2006 (online journal, http://marshall.csu.edu.au/MJHSS/ ) 

 “Cultural Heritage Preservation and the Legal System with Specific Reference to Landscapes.” Chapter 13 
in Landscapes Under Pressure: Theory and Practice of Cultural Heritage Research and Preservation, 
Ludomir R. Lozny, ed., Springer, New York, 2006. 

 “What Are Traditional Cultural Properties? The Applied Anthropologist 25:2:125-130, 2005. 
 Review of “Tribal Cultural Resource Management: The Full Circle to Stewardship,” by Darby C. Stapp and 

Michael S. Burney. High Plains Applied Anthropologist 25:1:S:05:68, 2005. 
 An Archaeological Reconnaissance of McKean Island, Phoenix Group, Kiribati, 

TIGHAR, http://tighar.org/wiki/McKean_Island, 2004 
 Counterpoint to review: “Four Books by Thomas F. King: a Joint Review,” High Plains 

Applied Anthropologist 25:S:04:201, 2004. 
 Considering the Cultural Importance of Natural Landscapes in NEPA Review: The 

Mushgigagamongsebe Example. Environmental Practice 5:4, Oxford University Press, 2003 
 “I Learned Archaeology From Amelia Earhart: Using a Famous Mystery to Teach Scientific Methods.” In 

Strategies for Teaching Anthropology, 3rd Edition, Patricia Rice and David McCurdy, eds., Prentice Hall, 
New York; 2003. 

 “Cultural Resources in an Environmental Assessment Under NEPA.” Environmental 
Practice 4(3):137-144, National Association of Environmental Professionals, Sept. 2002. 

 “Historic Preservation Laws” in Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems. EOLSS Publishers for UNESCO, 
2002. 

 "What Should Be the 'Cultural Resources' Element of an Environmental Impact Assessment?" 
Environmental Impact Assessment Review 20(2000):5-30, 2000. 

 “Archaeology in the Search for Amelia Earhart.” With Richard Gillespie. In Lessons from the Past: An 
Introductory Reader in Archaeology, Kenneth L. Felder, ed., Mayview Press, Mountain View CA, 1999 

 “How the Archeologists Stole Culture: a Gap in American Environmental Impact Assessment and What to 
Do About It." Environmental Impact Assessment Review 18(2): 117-133, January 1998. 

 "The Nature and Scope of the Pothunting Problem." In Protecting the Past: Readings in 
Archaeological Resource Management. J.E. Ehrenhard and G.S. Smith, eds., The Telford Press, Caldwell 
NJ 1991. 

 "AIRFA and Section 106: Pragmatic Relationships." In Preservation on the Reservation, 
Klesert and A. Downer, eds., Navajo Nation Publications in Anthropology 26, Window Rock 1991. 

 "Prehistory and Beyond: The Place of Archeology" In The American Mosaic: Preserving a 
Nation's Heritage. R.E. Stipe and A.J. Lee, eds., US/ICOMOS, Washington DC, 1987. 

 "Intercultural Mediation at Truk International Airport." With P.L. Parker. In Anthropological Praxis: 
Translating Knowledge Into Action. R.W. Wulff and S.J. Fiske, eds., Washington Association of 
Professional Anthropologists, Westview Press, Boulder 1987. 

 "The Once and Future Drought." American Archeology 5:3:224-8, Ridgefield, CT 1985 
 "Professional Responsibility in Public Archeology." Annual Review of Anthropology 12, Palo Alto 1983. 
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(Articles – continued) 
 "Recent and Current Archeological Research on Moen Island, Truk." With P.L. Parker. Asian Perspectives 

xxiv(1):11-26, Honolulu 1981. 
 "The NART: A Plan to Direct Archeology Toward More Relevant Goals in Modern Life." Early Man, 

Evanston, winter 1981. 
 “Don’t That Beat the Band? Nonegalitarian Political Organization in Prehistoric Central California." In 

Social Archeology, C. Redman, Editor, Academic press, New York 1978. 
 "The Evolution of Complex Political Organization on San Francisco Bay". In ´Antap: California Indian 

Political and Economic Organization. L.J. Bean and T.F. King, eds., Ballena Press, Ramona, CA 1974. 
 

Government Guidelines and Regulations 
 

 Guidelines for historic preservation plans, for Department of Veterans Affairs 
(unattributed), 2013 

 Revised cultural resource management directive and handbook 7545 for Department of 
Veterans Affairs (unattributed), 2012. 

 Regulations, guidelines, and brochures on environmental and cultural resource management, for 
Department of Agriculture Farm Service Agency (FSA) (unattributed, with FSA NEPA and Cultural 
Resource staff). FSA, 2004. 

 Orders, Guidelines, and Fact Sheets: Cultural Resource Management, Floodplain Impact 
Management, Wetlands Impact Management, Federal Real Property Disposal, Archeological Collections 
Management, Indian Sacred Sites Management, Historic Document and Artifact Management, 
Environmental Justice, and Social Impact Assessment (unattributed, with GSA NEPA Call-In Staff). 
General Services Administration, Washington DC, 1998. 

 NEPA Desk Guide and related orders (unattributed, with L.E. Wildesen and GSA Environmental Quality 
Working Group). General Services Administration, Public Buildings Service, Washington DC, 1997. 

 Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties. With P.L. Parker. National 
Register Bulletin 38, National Register of Historic Places; National Park Service, Washington DC, 1990 

 Preparing Agreement Documents. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Washington DC, 1989. 
 Public Participation in Section 106 Review: a Guide for Agency Officials. Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation, Washington DC 1989. 
 Identification of Historic Properties: a Decision Making Guide for Managers. Advisory Council on 

Historic Preservation and National Park Service, Washington DC 1988. 
 The Section 110 Guidelines: Guidelines for Federal Agency Responsibilities Under Section 110 of the 

National Historic Preservation Act. With S.M. Sheffield. 53 FR 4727-46, National Park Service, 
Washington DC 1988 

 Regulations for the Consideration and Use of Historic and Cultural Properties (Unattributed). 
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands Historic Preservation Office, 1983 

 Treatment of Archeological Properties: a Handbook. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 1980. 
 

Popular Publications 
 

 “Recent Cosmic Impacts on Earth: Do Global Myths Reflect an Ancient Disaster?” About.com, December 
2007, http://archaeology.about.com/od/climatechange/a/masse_king.htm 

 “Archaeology and the Fate of Amelia Earhart.” About.com, June 2005. 
http://archaeology.about.com/od/pacificislands/a/king_ae.htm 

 "Amelia Earhart: Archaeology Joins the Search." Discovering Archaeology 1:1:40-47, El Paso; January-
February 1999 

 "Sea Changes: l4th Century Micronesia." Glimpses of Micronesia and the Western Pacific 25:1, Honolulu 
1985. 

 "Tonaachaw: a Truk Village Rediscovers its Past." With P. Parker. Glimpses of Micronesia and the 
Western Pacific 21:4, Honolulu 1982. 

 "How You Can Help the Archeologists." Boys Life, Boy Scouts of America, 1971. 
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Other media 
 

 “Cultural Resource Management Checklist,” interactive worldwide web pages for the 
United States Department of Veterans Affairs 

 "E-Book" environmental review software, for U.S. General Services Administration. 
 "NEPA for Historic Preservationists and Cultural Resource Managers," worldwide web 

pages for National Preservation Institute. 
 Videos on “historic contexts” and “traditional cultural properties,” for National Park 

Service 
 

Weblogs 
 

 Tom King’s CRM Plus -- http://crmplus.blogspot.com/ 
 Amelia Earhart Archaeology -- http://ameliaearhartarchaeology.blogspot.com/ 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA  

 
PEGASUS EQUINE GUARDIAN 

ASSOCIATION  

Plaintiff, 

 v. 

U.S. ARMY and BRIGADIER GENERAL 

GARY M. BRITO, in his official capacity as 

Commanding General, JRTC and Fort Polk, 

Louisiana 

Defendants. 

  

 

Case No. 3:16-cv-00849-JWD-EWD 

 

Judge: John W. deGravelles 

 

Magistrate Judge: Erin Wilder-Doomes 

  

 Ref. 137-002.2 

28 U.S.C. § 1746 Declaration of Rickey Robertson  

I, Rickey Robertson, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows: 

1. I am the age of majority and am competent to make this declaration. 

2. I make this declaration based on my personal knowledge and observations. 

3. I currently reside in the community of Peason, Louisiana in Sabine Parish.    

4. I retired from the Louisiana State Police, and am now a Baptist minister. I am also an 

amateur historian, and have published several articles detailing the history of the Peason 

Ridge area.  

5. I am currently a board member of Pegasus Equine Guardian Association (“Pegasus”). I 

have been a member since the founding of the organization in 2015. 

6. I am a member of the Heritage Families, and have resided in the Peason Ridge area my 

entire life.  

7. I have observed the horses that roam in the Peason Ridge area countless times. They are 

undomesticated, and have never been tamed. When you come into contact with them, the 

F
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first thing they are going to do is break and run away from you. You cannot walk up to 

them. You cannot pet them. They are very skittish. They are wild horses.  

8. I have also observed the horses in Fort Polk proper. I went on a box tour with the 

Commanding General at the time, Major General KK Chinn, and some of his staff 

officers. We saw some of the horses that reside in Fort Polk proper. Immediately, I knew 

they were no kin to the horses in Peason Ridge. Some of them were different colors than 

the horses in Peason Ridge. They continued to graze when our tour bus went by, and did 

not seem bothered at all. They were not skittish, and did not break and run when they 

came into contact with humans.  

9. Most of the horses I have observed on Fort Polk proper are domesticated horses. Some of 

them still have a halter on them. The horses I have seen at Peason Ridge have never worn 

a bridle, halter, or saddle.  

10. The horses at Peason Ridge travel in family units. Each unit is made up of a stallion, six 

to eight, sometimes ten, mares, and the colts and foals they have had. They travel as one 

family. The stallion tends to his mares and offspring.  

11. The stallion is protective over his family. He will not allow another stallion to join the 

family.   

12. My family had cattle grazing on Peason Ridge for over 50 years. We checked on our 

cattle nearly every day. When we approached the cattle, there would often be horses 

nearby. I have observed the stallion herding his unit away from us in an effort to protect 

them.  

13. There used to be a wire fence near the state roads and highways in Peason Ridge. The 

fence kept the horses out of the road. The fence was damaged in a forest fire several years  
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McGree, Crett, Hennigan, Wingate,
Pharrise, Mitchell, Cole, and Cain fami-
lies (Wise 1971:46). Probably the earli-
est settlements in the parish were along
the mid and upper Anacoco (see Chapter
2). One of the more prominent families
there, the Franklins, arrived in 1834 (Wise
1971:44) or perhaps as early as 1828
(O’Halloran, January 10, 1952). The
Meryers family came the next year, soon
followed by the Conerly, Martin, West,
Ball, and Toomb families (Wise 1971:44).
In the parish’s northeast corner near
Simpson, the Blackwell, Jackson, Monk,
Jowers, McDrew, Murdock, McMillian,
Parker, and White families were estab-
lished by 1860 (Wise 1971:51), along with
the Mims, Haymons, and Nesmiths
(Lewis 1956:4).

AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY

Subsistence farming was the principal
occupation of the Vernon Parish settlers.
These self-sufficient antebellum pioneers
(Figure 9) descended from a long-estab-
lished line of stockman-farmers and
hunter-squatters. Thad Sitton described
the resolute pioneers of east Texas, who
were culturally identical to the settlers
across the river in Vernon Parish:

Stockman-farmers from the southern
Piney Woods found the pine uplands
and hardwood bottoms of southeast-
ern Texas more to their liking than did
the cotton planters. Here was a familiar envi-
ronment, where their subsistence tricks of the
trade would work. They settled on hammocks
and bluffs along the river valley, ranging their
stock in the bottoms and raising corn and gar-
den crops on higher soils of the uplands. For
the stockman-farmer, the general pattern was
a long-range migration to southeastern Texas,
the establishment of a homeplace, then more

often than not one or more short-range moves
as the settler tried to find the best of all pos-
sible locations in the new land. A family’s log
cabin and partially cleared fields could always
be sold to a newcomer.7 (Sitton 1995:47–48)

The majority of those settling in the Vernon
Parish region during the antebellum period were
from the lower southern tier of states—eastern

7 Compare this scholarly observation to the straightforward wisdom of Jack Hadnot in the opening quote of this chapter.

Figure 9 — Self-sufficient, hardy antebellum homesteaders (possibly
the Floyds) (courtesy Museum of West Louisiana).
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Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and
South Carolina. In fact, most were from Louisi-
ana. As early as 1850, 65.5 percent of the White
population of Rapides Parish and 63.8 percent of
the White population of Natchitoches Parish were
native-born Louisianians (Hackett 1973:333). In
Sabine Parish, 42 percent of the White population
were born in Louisiana. While census information
does not disclose the nativity of inhabitants in the
present-day Main Fort area during the antebellum
period, they are assumed to have been overwhelm-
ingly Louisiana-born. The 1870 census also indi-
cates that all 776 people living in the Rapides Par-
ish division named West were born in the United
States, and that 76 percent of them were born in
Louisiana. For all intents and purposes, white
Anglo-Americans were the only ethnic group vis-
ible on this landscape. The 1870 population cen-
sus indicates that only thirteen African Americans
were living in West, 153 in the Calcasieu division,
and 134 in the Anacoco division. In all three divi-
sions there were only eighteen foreign-born resi-
dents.

These hunter-stockman-farmers came early and
came first to the pinelands, perhaps because the
environment seemed familiar to them. They and
their ancestors had migrated across the South, set-
tling for one or two generations, then moving on
through an endless upland of pine and hardwood
forests. By the time they reached western Louisi-
ana, they were well versed in Native American and
backwoods life.8 Many had moved into Louisiana
only a few years previous and would later move
on to east Texas (Lathrop 1949).

Settlement began by moving onto land near a
water source already cleared of pines by the Na-
tive Americans (called “openings”) and planting
crops while building a cabin at the clearing’s edge
(Sitton 1995:49). Occasionally, settlers came upon
areas where tornadoes had ripped up trees, pro-
viding them with ready-made agricultural fields
(O’Halloran, April 27, 1952). As in the rest of the
rural South, corn was the primary crop, with beans,

squash, and gourds grown in and around the corn-
fields (Sitton 1995:62). Field crops were supple-
mented with sweet potatoes, okra, and turnips
grown in home gardens. Cane sugar, used to make
syrup, was an important caloric source for the
pinelands subsistence farmer. Cotton, on the other
hand, was rarely grown in great quantities; the
early settlers had no market for it. But even later,
cotton was too labor intensive and risky. A ruined
corn crop could be replanted, or the hogs and pigs
turned loose on it and fattened for market. A ru-
ined cotton crop was “a total loss” and a disaster
for the subsistence farmer (Sitton 1995:69).
Enough cotton was grown to make clothing and to
sell a few bales, if there was a place to take it for
ginning. But the big cotton fields were found only
along the Red River.

Gardens and fields were fenced against deer
and domestic animals. Cattle and hogs ranged free
in the woods to be herded when necessary by the
faithful cur dog (Sandel 1982:25). Hogs found
abundant mast in the forests, and cattle and sheep
grazed on the prairies or woodland grasses. The
first Anglo-American settlers often found wild
horses and cattle in the woods, lost by the Spanish
or other settlers pushing west. These were fair
game for the pioneer and part of the forest’s bounty.
Deer, rabbit, squirrel, and fish were plentiful, pro-
viding additional protein for the homesteader’s
table.

Again, because Vernon Parish was not formed
until 1871 and because Rapides Parish supported
two different agricultural communities (a river
plantation community and a backwoods subsis-
tence farming community), census data are not
specific enough to fully understand agricultural
practices and production in the pinelands. How-
ever, some sense of the landscape can be gleaned
from the following census statistics, which indi-
cate that western Louisiana’s upland farms were
small and by necessity self-sufficient. In 1850,
plantation-rich Rapides Parish had only 187 farms,
while plantation-poor Sabine Parish had as many

8 This large, diverse population of white Anglo-American pioneers has been loosely classed as people of the Upland South,
backcountry South, or sometimes the plain folk by historians, cultural geographers, and archaeologists. The cultural traits of Vernon
Parish people will be more thoroughly discussed in the final chapter.
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as 522, and Natchitoches Parish had 842. Along
the Red River, Natchitoches farms and plantations
accounted for 70,784 improved acres. In Rapides,
farms and plantations had 69,653 improved acres.
The Sabine pinelands had only 18,254 improved
acres. Further, the Rapides property was valued at
$3.2 million, in contrast to $6 million in Natchi-
toches and only $262,000 in Sabine. By 1860, these
figures rose to 105,839 improved acres, valued at
$9 million, in Rapides; 80,616 improved acres, val-
ued at $5 million, in Natchitoches; and 29,350 im-
proved acres, valued at $414,000 in Sabine.

Crop production statistics also reflect differ-
ences between the pineland and river parishes.
Tables 4 and 5 list production of selected crops in
the three parishes in 1850 and 1860. As might be
expected, corn, sweet potatoes, peas, and beans
were the staple crops. (Rye and oats appear to have
gone out of favor by 1860). Census data indicate
that in 1850, sugar cane was the major crop along
the Red River, with cotton ranking a poor second.
Cotton production increased right before the war,
but in Rapides Parish along the river, cane was
still important. Surprisingly, rice was an impor-
tant crop in the Sabine region in the 1850s. But by
1860, rice production dropped dramatically in all
three parishes. Drought in 1860 caused many
creeks in the pinewoods to dry up completely, and
this probably affected production (O’Halloran,

January 10, 1952; Whittington 1935:127). Another
important crop not shown in the tables was to-
bacco. In 1850, Natchitoches and Sabine Parishes
produced 4,467 and 1,170 pounds respectively. In
1860, neither Natchitoches or Rapides produced
tobacco, but Sabine produced 4,000 pounds. How-
ever, all the backwoods farmers of the Vernon-
Sabine region were most likely producing some
tobacco for home and neighborhood consumption.
Wool was another important product. Natchi-
toches, Rapides and Sabine produced 5,382,
14,190, and 1,594 pounds, respectively, in 1850.
By 1860, these figures rose to 7,867, 21,344, and
1,826 pounds, respectively.

Table 6 lists the major animal production for
1850, Table 7 for 1860. These figures reflect the
importance of hogs to the backcountry farmer. In
1850, swine production in Sabine was roughly
equal to that in Natchitoches—a larger parish with
more people. These figures fell in the 1860s, but
remained comparable, while swine production in
Rapides increased significantly. Although horse
production in 1860 fell in all three parishes, the
drop was especially pronounced in Natchitoches.

Raw materials grown or gathered from the for-
ests were being processed in the home. These cot-
tage industries provided clothing and farming
equipment that could not be easily obtained oth-
erwise. Self-sufficiency was necessary for survival.

Parish Corn Cotton Rye/Oats Molasses Sweet Potatoes Peas/Beans Rice
(bushels) (bales) (bushels) (gallons) (bushels) (bushels) (pounds)

Natchitoches 394,011 15,574 3,225 1,650 40,793 11,565 14,375
Rapides 357,480 4,222 5,730 438,170 37,035 3,660 4,500
Sabine 89,514 1,107 3,460 531 46,128 11,670 21,130

Table 4 — Selected major crop production, 1850.

Natchitoches 459,978 36,887 25,075 — 13,140 735 —
Rapides 820,378 49,168 1,137 854,585 98,880 12,825 45
Sabine 174,755 5,062 1,179 — 38,442 11,814 1,620

Table 5 — Selected major crop production, 1860.

Parish Corn Cotton Rye/Oats Molasses Sweet Potatoes Peas/Beans Rice
(bushels) (bales) (bushels) (gallons) (bushels) (bushels) (pounds)
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Although not isolated by mountains like some Up-
land South antebellum folk, Vernon Parish pio-
neers were confined in the pinelands because of
poor roads and often impassable streams. The clos-
est source of supplies was Alexandria. The round
trip to Alexandria took three weeks, and east Texas
pioneers made the trek only twice a year (Sitton
1995:63; Wright 1942:2). Starting the trip to Al-
exandria from Vernon Parish may have cut down
the travel time by a week. Once in Alexandria, set-
tlers could purchase sugar, flour, salt, coffee, whis-
key, ammunition, and perhaps a plow or some other
farming implement, but not much more. Every-
thing else was made, traded, or grown locally.

Self-sufficiency meant survival for the parish’s
earliest residents and this extended into all aspects
of their lives. But one critical industry that all pio-
neers had to rely on was the local mill. Mills were
not only essential for grinding, they also provided
a meeting place to exchange news and stories.
Mills became centers of community interaction.
Early mills in Vernon Parish are difficult to locate
and date exactly. One would think there would be
one or two on every usable stream in the region.
Census data, however, do not reflect this. Accord-
ing to the 1840 census, Natchitoches Parish had
only ten gristmills and twelve sawmills, while
Rapides had no gristmills and only nine sawmills.
These numbers seem low considering the impor-
tance of mills to pioneers. The dichotomy may lie

in what census takers considered to be a mill. Per-
haps the mills in the Vernon Parish area were de-
pendent on annual flooding or were mule driven,
operating only seasonally. This could affect the
numbers if census takers were counting only year-
round establishments. Also, rural antebellum mills
were often multifunctional, easily converted from
sawing to grinding. The antebellum mills of Ver-
non Parish were likely small affairs in which an
undershot wheel provided power to a set of belts
that could turn either a grindstone or a saw de-
pending on need.

Early mills in the Vernon region, dating to be-
fore 1871, included those of Will and Philip
Koonce along Sandy Creek in the parish’s north-
western part, George Stephens on Mill Creek, and
Nathaniel S. Williams on Bayou Zourie (Williams
1976:2). Alec Airhart and Jacob Kile built another
on Kisatchie Bayou around 1859 (Scoggins
1961:7). One local historian also included among
“early mills” (assumed to date prior to 1871 based
on the source’s context) Kirk’s Mill on Anacoco
Creek, where modern state highway 171 crosses
the creek; the Conerly Brothers Mill on the
Anacoco’s west fork; another on Sandy Creek built
by the Langtons; the Leach Mill four miles north
of Hornbeck; and Billy Golemon’s Mill near
Leander (Anonymous n.d.a). (The sources used
in listing these mills here are questionable. The
mills may not all date to this period; some may
actually postdate the Civil War.)

Within or near the Main Fort, Clemmie
Haymon built a mill on Bird’s Creek, as did Jim
McMacallan on the Whiskey Chitto “a few miles
north of Pitkin” (Foster 1976; Williams 1976:2).
McMacallan’s mill processed three products—
corn, cotton, and wood. The anonymous writer
(n.d.a.) also lists in this area another Golemon mill
on Little Six Mile about “7 miles NE of Fuller-
ton,” and Weeks Mill “five miles SE of Walnut

Table 7 — Selected major animal production, 1860.

Natchitoches 2,837 2,789 5,226 2,594 11,045 7,745 15,956
Rapides 3,934 4,610 7,526 3,456 22,251 11,980 44,745
Sabine 1,269 427 2,935 1,236 7,593 1,662 17,047

Parish Horses Asses Milch Cows Oxen Other Cattle Sheep Swine

*
Natchitoches 4,456 15,928 4,094 33,103
Rapides 4,068 13,182 6,548 18,739
Sabine 1,287 9,475 1,043 30,372

Table 6 — Selected major animal production, 1850.

* The correct count is 6,439.

Parish Horses Neat Cattle Sheep Swine
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Hill.” Finally, three miles south of the community
of Providence on Bundick Creek, John Davis is
said to have built a gristmill prior to the Civil War
(Pool 1992:6).

Antebellum census data is also vague about
other types of commercial development in west-
central Louisiana. In 1840, Natchitoches Parish is
noted as having only forty-nine retail stores, and
Rapides Parish only twenty-five. Only sixty people
were working in “commerce” in Natchitoches and
181 in manufacturing. In Rapides Parish at this
same time, twenty-two people were employed in
commerce and 193 in manufacturing. Census cat-
egories included bootmakers, brick makers, car-
penters, wagon and carriage makers, saddle mak-
ers, coopers, blacksmiths, tanners, and other trades.
It is important to note that most of these crafts-
men would have had their establishments in the
more populous Red River towns. In 1860, just prior
to the Civil War, Sabine Parish had only five black-
smiths, one bootmaker, one leather shop, and one
wagon establishment. Interestingly, at this time,
Natchitoches had thirty-four people engaged in
engineering and Rapides, thirty-six. Overall, the
census data points to a pioneer community where
individuals were heavily reliant on themselves and
their immediate neighbors for most needs.

EARLY ROADS AND TRAILS

The first hunters, adventurers, and pioneers trav-
eling through the region used convenient routes
created first by animals and Native Americans. As
traffic increased and wagons left deep ruts, some
roads became wider and better marked. Other less
used roads became overgrown with vegetation.

Roads and trails in the Vernon Parish region de-
veloped much slower because colonial and early
nineteenth-century settlement in north Louisiana
concentrated along the Red River and to the north
along the Camino Real.9 Or, as Frederick Law
Olmstead on his way to Texas in 1853 stated, “The
roads leading into the state [Texas] through Loui-
siana, south of Natchitoches, are scarcely used,
except by residents along them and herdsmen
bringing cattle to the New Orleans market. The
ferries across the numerous rivers and bayous are
so costly and ill tended, the roads so wet and bad,
and the distance from steam-conveyance to any
vigorous part of the state so very great, that the
current is entirely diverted from this region”
(Olmstead 1978:43 [1857]).

Rediscovering the early road system in Ver-
non Parish is, like most other aspects of the region’s
history, extremely difficult. And, that which is de-
termined cannot always be reliably substantiated.
Because the region was so poorly understood, ex-
cept by the locals, mapmakers had little informa-
tion for drawing their maps. Thus, maps are only
helpful at the macrolevel; they are poor represen-
tations of the actual topography and routes. The
maps show only major routes, which were inac-
curately illustrated. Small, less prominent trails
were rarely shown. But then, those using the maps
were often more interested in getting through Ver-
non Parish than settling in it. Still, using a combi-
nation of maps and other historical data, some con-
cept of the early road system can be reconstructed.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Camino Real,
which crossed east to west from Natchitoches to
Nacogdoches and beyond, was the primary route

9 Besides the fact that the barren Vernon Parish pinelands were not the most attractive lands for many of the earliest settlers, the
region was often bypassed because it was removed from the natural flow of human migration. The earliest explorers and settlers
would have traveled along paths of least resistance, thus following streams and rivers and taking the high, clear ground. In looking
at the macrogeography of western Louisiana and Texas, it is easy to see that the earliest peoples would have pushed west up the Red
River and turned away from the river only when forced to do so by nature’s obstacles. The first roadblock, in this case, was the rapids
at Alexandria; the great raft was the second. Thus, there was a portage at the rapids early in Louisiana’s history. Explorers and settlers
might have pushed west from there across the Vernon Parish region into Texas (as some did), if not for a second factor—the flow of
traffic from the west. In looking at Texas geography, the Spanish pushing east from Mexico would have naturally followed, as did the
buffalo, the trail leading to the east closest to a water route connection (the Red River). Going east out of Texas, travelers reach the
Red River near Natchitoches, just below the raft. Moving west from the rapids, they would turn north along smaller streams like
Bayou Robert, eventually reaching the well-established Camino Real, which came to be the great migration route into Texas.
Meanwhile, the Sabine River, clogged near its mouth, unreliable, and running north-south rather than east-west, never played a
major part in the migration.
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into Texas since the late seventeenth century. How-
ever, during the eighteenth century other land
routes developed across Louisiana to and from the
largest settlements, Natchez, Opelousas, and Al-
exandria. Darby’s map, dated 1816 (Figure 10),
shows these and several other routes. It is impor-
tant to note that on such early maps the marked
routes do not depict single trails, but rather a con-
centration of several crisscrossing trails, which
were used as local conditions permitted.

From Opelousas, one could get to Texas via
the Spanish Trace, which cut straight west across
the barren prairie (Sugar 1927). But of special in-
terest is the road that led from Opelousas north to
Alexandria and Natchitoches. This road would
continue to serve as a main route to the Camino
Real throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies. During the antebellum period and the Civil
War, the “road to Natchitoches,” also called the
“Opelousas Road,” would be well traveled by pio-
neers, filibusters, soldiers, and bandits.

By the nineteenth century at least one major
trail led out of Alexandria, crossing the north-south
road to Natchitoches, winding generally west into
the pine barrens and beyond to Texas. This road
and the road to Natchitoches intersected near
Hineston and Paul’s. During the Neutral Ground
days, these two small hamlets were the
bravehearted travelers’ “last stop” before entering
“no man’s land.” Beyond Hineston, the trails west
through the Vernon Parish region became confus-
ing for both the traveler and the mapmaker. Ante-
bellum and Civil War period maps illustrate the
confusion.

Generally, it appears that there were two main
routes through the Vernon Parish region, one cross-
ing the Sabine at Bevil’s Ferry (Figure 11) and the
other crossing at Burr’s Ferry (Figure 12). Of the
two, the route leading to Burr’s Ferry is of great-
est interest, as most maps indicate that it probably
crossed just above or through the northern part of
Fort Polk’s Main Fort. An 1863 map by Johnson
and Ward (not illustrated) contradicts this, show-
ing the road passing south of the Main Fort on its
way to Hickman’s Ferry. This map is most assur-
edly inaccurate, but the road from Hineston to
Burr’s Ferry did indeed branch off to Hickman’s

Ferry, perhaps explaining Johnson and Ward’s mis-
take. The 1842 map indicates that this branch splits
within Fort Polk (Figure 11). Colton’s 1864 map
(Figure 12) shows no branches to Hickman’s Ferry,
but his later 1876 map (Figure 13) indicates two
splits, one within the Main Fort, which eventually
leads to Hickman’s Ferry after meandering south
to Davis’s Mill (now in Beauregard Parish), the
other between Huddleston and Burr’s Ferry. It
would appear that Colton’s 1876 map and his 1891
revision were the most accurate road maps during
the Civil War and postwar periods (Post in Lockett
1969:v [1874]).

In 1860, an editor with the New Orleans Cres-
cent traveled the byways of Louisiana providing
an invaluable snapshot of the state at that time.
His description of the stage road from Alexandria
to Texas provides the most convincing evidence
that the road to Burr’s Ferry passed through or
just north of the Main Fort.

Following the stage road to Texas, it brings
you first to Lucky Hit post office, twenty-eight
miles from Alexandria; then to Spring Creek,
thirty-five miles, where N. Paul has a store;
then to Hineston, forty-two miles, where a large
store is kept by Mr. Hosea; then to Liberty
Creek, sixty-five miles, where there is a store;
and then to Huddleston, seventy-five miles,
where are several mercantile establishments,
those of Hatch, Robinson & Co., J. P. Ettle-
man & Co. being among them. (Pritchard
1938:1159–1160)

Huddleston, (Figure 13) one of Vernon Parish’s
earliest settlements (see description later in this
chapter) was located just outside the main gate of
Fort Polk. Thus, the route from Hineston to
Huddleston would almost have had to cross
through or very near the fort’s northern corner.
Dorr mentions another post office called Liberty
Creek between Hineston and Huddleston. Today
Liberty Creek is a small stream found in the Main
Fort’s northwest corner. Assuming that the post
office of Liberty Creek (probably a little hamlet)
was near or on modern Liberty Creek, the Burr’s
Ferry road could have passed a little north of the
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Figure 10 — Section of William Darby’s 1816 map showing routes (dashed lines) used by early travelers (Hill
Memorial Library, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge).
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Figure 11 — Ports on the Sabine, from Sidney Morse and Samuel Breeze’s 1842 map (Hill Memorial Library,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge).
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Figure 12 — Segment of J. H. Colton’s 1864 map of Louisiana showing several hamlets and landmarks.
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Figure 13 — Segment of Colton’s 1876 map of Louisiana and Texas (Davis et al. 1895, plate CLV).
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Main Fort boundary line before turning sharply
south to Huddleston. A portion of state highway
121 out of Hineston may follow this old road.

The road to Bevil’s Ferry, located in the north-
west corner of modern Vernon Parish and the
southwest corner of Sabine Parish, is even more
problematic. Again, Colton’s 1876 (Figure 13) map
probably provides the best indication as to where
this road traversed the pinelands. It indicates that
one could get to Bevil’s Ferry from two roads that
came off the road to Natchitoches. One of these
roads passed through the Peason Ridge region.

As noted, the 1876 Colton map seems to pro-
vide the most accurate picture of the road system
in the mid-nineteenth century. Focusing on this
map, one gets a feel for the complex system of
roads and trails that crisscrossed the region at that
time. There appears to be only one major road tra-
versing the land from north to south. This road
ran from Many southeast through Huddleston to
Davis Mill and then east, eventually to Opelousas.
Its general route was the precursor of modern U.S.
Highway 171.

Another interesting road on the 1876 map
heads south from Hineston, passing southeast of
Fort Polk and eventually reaching Sugartown in
Calcasieu (now Beauregard) Parish. This may be
the same route indicated in Carey’s 1814 map (see
Figure 7), which seems to dead-end in the heart of
the Neutral Ground south of Fort Polk. Carey ob-
viously had no idea exactly where this road went
except towards the Sabine River. However, another
map (Figure 14), one of a series of maps captured
from the Confederates by the Union army, shows
this trail heading out of Hineston in the same lo-
cation as on Carey’s and Colton’s maps (see Fig-
ures 7 and 13). Today state route 463, which pro-
vides a southeastern border for the Main Fort,
closely follows this old trail.

While the captured Confederate maps provide
outstanding details about the Alexandria, Many,
and Natchitoches area, they are exceedingly dis-

appointing for the study of the Fort Polk Main Fort
region (Parish Maps of Louisiana n.d.). While
Hineston is indicated on the Figure 14 map, the
Burr’s Ferry road is not. According to this map,
the road ends at Hineston. Yet, it is known that the
road existed then, as did Huddleston and Liberty
Creek, because supplies and men were placed
along this road (see The Civil War, this chapter).
Why these landmarks are not depicted on the map
is unclear.10 Though the map does not illustrate
the Hineston to Burr’s Ferry road running through
Fort Polk, it does depict a dash of a road from the
Carroll Jones Plantation (on the Natchitoches-
Opelousas Road) to Burr’s Ferry (Figure 15). This
road may be the same one shown on a Confeder-
ate map that originates at Monette’s Ferry, crosses
the Natchitoches-Opelousas Road, Comrade
Creek, and the Calcasieu, and ends at Huddleston.
Perhaps, the mapmaker thought Huddleston was
further west. Today, state route 8 follows this same
general route.

Despite mapping confusion, the trail and road
system in and around Fort Polk’s Main Fort was
probably more like that illustrated in the Confed-
erate maps of the region. In Figure 15, for example,
the Carroll Jones Plantation is shown with the
Opelousas (Natchitoches) Road, the Alexandria
Road, and the roads to Burr’s Ferry and Sabine-
town all converging. The Carroll Jones Plantation
would become a strategic location in the Red River
campaign (see The Civil War, this chapter).

In 1820, the parish governments attempted to
maintain some of the more heavily traveled routes
by assigning road managers from among the citi-
zens living along the roads (Whittington 1935:70).
However, these paths during the antebellum pe-
riod were nothing more than wagon-rutted mud
trails cutting through the pinewoods. Even the
Camino Real was described in the 1830s as “some
places running through swamps and muddy; oc-
casionally, a bridge over the most miry streams;
but generally in a state of Nature” (Parker 1973:115

10 Perhaps it is because of the maneuvers of the two armies during the Red River Campaign. Simply put, although the Confederates
planned to use the Burr’s Ferry road as a route of concentration at Alexandria, they were forced north when the Federals pushed into
the town. The Vernon Parish region was bypassed by both armies. This sounds reasonable, yet, a careful examination of the area
does show some interesting details, such as some short trails branching off from the Calcasieu River.
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Figure 14 — Portion of western Louisiana from “Parish Maps Captured from the Confederates” (National Archives,
on file Cammie G. Henry Research Center, Watson Memorial Library, Northwestern State University of Louisiana).
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[1835]). Olmstead added that “the road was hardly
a road. It was only a way where people had passed
along before. Each man had taken such a path as
suited him, turning aside to avoid, on high ground,
the sand, on low ground, the mud” (Olmstead
1978:55 [1857]). Streams would be crossed at the
shallowest spots, and the road would wind around
trees and areas of heavy brush.

Gustav Dresel was one of the few travelers to
write about the region and its roads during the an-
tebellum period. He chronicled his journey through
western Rapides to Texas during the month of Au-
gust 1839 (in Freund 1954:52–60). His entries in-
dicated that he most assuredly passed through
Vernon Parish and possibly the Main Fort area.
Dresel was advised to bypass Alexandria, as yel-
low fever was raging through the town. Turning
west outside of Alexandria, his party was joined
by “a whole caravan” emigrating to Texas. Dresel
tells of taking a new path and how the others fell
behind. Somewhere between Alexandria and
Bevil’s Ferry11 on the Sabine River, the party met
with “severe misfortune” when a grazing horse
wandered into the camp. In trying to get at the salt
supply, the horse pushed it into a little bayou. With
no salt for their food, they continued on.

Now and then, to be sure, we succeeded in
killing some game, but we had to give our ani-
mals so much attention and we were so tired
that we lost the desire for hunting. The hard-
ships of such an expedition with such a heat
are unbelievable. Frequently, one of the wag-
ons would be stalled between the trees, and
we had to force our way with the ax.

In a colorful account, Dresel describes stray-
ing from the trail and spending a whole day criss-
crossing the woods. On arriving at a blockhouse
that evening, the amazed occupant cheerfully an-
nounced that the travelers were about an hour’s
journey from where they left that morning.

Dresel described the soils in the region (quoted
in Chapter 2), and wrote about getting caught in a

forest fire. He attributed his survival to the barren
soils, which “did not yield any underbrush.” Dead
tired, Dresel and his companions fell asleep and
were awakened the next morning by their mare’s
neighing. The other horses had disappeared, and
the travelers found themselves in the “wilderness”
with three wagons and one horse.

We traversed the region [looking for their
horses], now entering the forest and now leav-
ing it, and always going by the moss on the
trees in order to find the brook again. At length
we heard a neighing that was called forth by
the barking of my dog. We moved nearer and
beheld a log cabin of considerable size. I
feared treason or at least swindling, for it was
clear that the horses had been seized. But we
were informed otherwise by the scolding back-
woods lady who received us with abuse and
raging and who declared that one of the horses
was insufficient pay for the damage the ani-
mals had caused....I proved to the woman that
the invasion was a lie and offered her a dollar
for the trouble of catching the horses. But with
a shower of insolent phrases she insisted on
ten. Thereupon an elderly man stepped out of
the log cabin, assured me that the horses had
really done damage but that he could not be
as hard on strangers as his wife and that he
would therefore be satisfied with four dollars,
my last offer. We paid and rode away, glad to
get off so cheaply. From a distance we still
heard the old witch calling her husband a
good-hearted fool. About noontime we re-
joined our disconsolate comrade with our
horses.

After crossing the Rubicon [Sabine River],
when I stood again on Texas soil, I raised a
loud “Hurrah for Texas!” in which my Irish-
men, willy-nilly, had to join. As an echo, the
ferryman thundered over from the Louisiana
bank a “Damn your God-damned Texas! Go
to hell with your lone star!” So jealous at that

11 Once Dresel crossed the Sabine, the party made its way to Jasper. It is quite possible that Dresel crossed at Burr’s Ferry rather
than Bevil’s Ferry (Dalehite 1963:4).
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time were the neighbors of the fertile virgin
Republic.

Dresel’s trip was particularly rough that Au-
gust. But the characters he met were probably quite
typical of the highly self-sufficient and indepen-
dent pioneers living in the region at the time.

After Texas was opened for settlement and
development by Americans and Texicans, more
and more of the Vernon Parish roads were becom-
ing migration and commerce routes to the fertile
lands west. A. A. Parker described the migrants
along the Camino Real in the 1830s:

We passed a number of covered wagons, gen-
erally with four horses, loaded with goods and
families bound for Texas. They invariably
lodge out doors over night. They carry their
own provisions with them, and select some spot
where there is plenty of wood and water, build
up a fire, cook their meals, turn their horses
or oxen loose to feed on the prairie, or in the
woods, and camp down on the grass by the
side of the fire. I saw some who had been thirty
and forty and sixty days on the road; from
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, & c. and said they
had not put up at a house for a single night.
Some of them looked quite “wearied and
worn;” and if they do indeed find rest at
last it must be confessed, that “through great
tribulation” they entered the promised land.
(Parker 1973:117 [1835])

This migration continued throughout the ante-
bellum period with a peak period between 1850
and 1853 and a sharp rise just prior to the Civil
War, which continued throughout the war (Lathrop
1949:64). Louisiana became a way station for
many of these settlers, especially those from Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and Georgia, who
moved into east Texas during the late antebellum
period. In fact, Lathrop (1949:51) estimated that,

prior to 1860, half of the east Texas settlers came
through Louisiana.

The Beef Trail
But not only were people migrating west, early
east Texas settlers were moving large numbers of
horses, swine, and especially cattle east along these
same roads to markets in Louisiana.12 One of the
most used trails leading to Alexandria came to be
known as the Beef Trail. Jordan (1981:72), Sitton
(1995:67), and Wright (1942:49–50) place this
road south of Vernon Parish. But it would make
sense that the road from Burr’s Ferry to Alexan-
dria, or at least the portion of the road that branches
to the south within Fort Polk’s Main Fort, was a
branch of this Beef Trail. Furthermore, most his-
torians agree that the trail passed through Jasper
and ended in Alexandria, so the Burr’s Ferry road,
if not the main route, must have also been used for
cattle and hog drives from east Texas. John R. Bevil
surveyed the Texas side of this road around 1823
(Webb 1952:1:138), so the Burr’s Ferry road was
in existence early in the east Texas cattle industry’s
development.

Along these trails were commercial stands
where cowboys could rent pens for their stock and
lodging for themselves. These were spaced about
every ten miles all along the Beef Trail (Sitton
1995:67). J. W. Dorr described a group of cattle-
men leaving Alexandria for Texas on the eve of
the Civil War:

.  The parish extends to the Sabine, and the drov-
ers and emigrants to or from Texas generally
follow the Huntsville stage line [Burr’s Ferry]
road across that river and through the coun-
try. These drovers are ranchero-looking fel-
lows, with their wide hats, rough attire,
bearded faces, and belted armaments of long
bowie knives and army revolvers. I saw a squad
of them so accoutered ride into town the other
day. These large revolvers, worn in holster, are

12 And, on one occasion, the trails were clogged with a flood of eastward streaming refugees seeking escape from the Mexican
army. This exodus was called the “Run-a-way Scrape” (Wright 1942:8). One east Texas pioneer living along the major migration
route tells the tale that one night a continuous string of wagons heading for Louisiana passed by their cabin, the trail well lit by
torches.
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secured at the belt above, and below by a strap
passing around the thigh, on the left side. They
looked savagely anti-Comanche and anti-
Greaser—not to say particularly dirty and
dusty. (in Pritchard 1938:1160)

The Beef Trail was well worn by cowboys even
into the late nineteenth century.

Nolan’s Trace
Philip Nolan (see Chapter 2) was an employee of
and probably a coconspirator with General James
Wilkinson (a controversial figure in the Burr Con-
spiracy and other affairs of the early nineteenth-
century westward expansion). Nolan, legendary in
west-central Louisiana, remains a mystery to his-
torians today (Wilson and Jackson 1987). His mark
on the pages of Vernon Parish history is defined
by Nolan’s Trace, the route he purportedly used to
enter and leave Spanish Texas during his expedi-
tions to obtain horses to sell in Louisiana.

In attempting to relocate the exact route of
Nolan’s Trace, it must be remembered that, be-
tween 1791 and 1801, Philip Nolan made only four
trade expeditions into Spanish Texas (Chipman
1992:213). During the last expedition, he took a
route far to the north of Vernon Parish (Wilson
and Jackson 1987:48). Thus, whatever the route
Nolan actually took into Texas, Nolan’s Trace was
indeed a trace although never as well-trodden as
other famous traces west, such as the Natchez
Trace or the San Antonio Trace (El Camino Real).

On the other hand, the facts are clear that Nolan
visited Nacogdoches on his first three trips (Wil-
son and Jackson 1987:12–13, 26), and it is likely
that he used a route through west-central Louisi-
ana to get there. Nolan most likely followed the
trail that passed east and north of Vernon Parish
on his way to Nacogdoches, bypassing the pine-
lands of Fort Polk. It is possible that Nolan real-
ized his precarious position with Spanish authori-
ties (he had obtained passports, but they were not
recognized and he was arrested as a spy on his
first trip), and used a less-traveled, more indirect
route into and out of Texas during his second and
third trips. Still, it is unlikely that Nolan crossed
Fort Polk.

Ross Phares (1935) agrees with this assess-
ment, stating that the route “lay between what is
now Alexandria, La., and what at one time was
Sabinetown on the Sabine River north of Vernon
Parish.” This route would have crossed Fallen
Springs, a favorite campground along the trace
used by Nolan and other bandits (Belisle 1912:62).
As Nolan organized his expeditions in New Or-
leans or Natchez, this makes sense. But other lo-
cal historians disagree. A handwritten note by Jack
Hadnot Jr. stated the following:

At that time [1805] what was called the Nolan
Trace was from Alexandria thru the present
community of Seiper in Rapides Parish, thence
to Spring Creek, thence thru Vernon Parish
near what is now called Hicks Crossing on
Calcasieu River thence thru what was called
Burton’s Station which was located where the
present Glass Window Cemetery now stands
as what was then called Walnut Hill. What is
now called Walnut Hill is about one mile from
the original Walnut Hill. From Burton’s Tav-
ern the trace thence went a little north of what
is now called Slagle into the Northern part of
present Leesville running past the home of the
writer, thence dividing; one trail going thru
Leesville at what is called Hell’s Bay [?] thence
on west thru the Caney Community past the
“Lone Sassafras” a famous old land mark that
was destroyed when the present Texas Road
was built thence on to Burr Ferry. The other
trail going northwest through what is called
Hawthorne thence to Hadden’s Ferry which
was north of Burr Ferry about twelve miles.
(Hadnot n.d.)

Yet another historian depicts the trace as pass-
ing just north of Fort Polk through the Walnut Hill
area along what is now state routes 121 and 8, then
turning north and meeting the Camino Real in the
Sabinetown region (Marler 1994:147). Erbon Wise
places Nolan’s Trace to the northwest of Leesville,
along the “Texas Road” marked by a famous land-
mark called the “Lone Sassafras” (Wise 1971:45).

Adding to the debate, Virginia Miller believes
that “Nolan never really established Nolan’s
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Trace” or “never actually established a definite
trail” (quoted in Kadlecek and Bullard 1994:61),
essentially taking the position argued by this au-
thor. But then, Miller states that Peter Ellis Bean,
one of Nolan’s lieutenants, established Nolan’s
Trace forty years later. According to this version,
the trace “came near what is now Monette’s Ferry,
the Kisatchie Forest Hills, in Natchitoches Par-
ish, south of Fort Jesup, to Fallen Springs, in
Sabine Parish, and across the Sabine at Old
Sabinetown Ferry, then on to San Augustine”
(Kadlecek and Bullard 1994:61). Miller places the
route’s eastern section farther to the north than does
any other historian, although the course through
Fallen Springs remains consistent with other pro-
posed routes.

Thus, Nolan’s route and Nolan’s Trace are sub-
ject to many interpretations. Indeed, Vernon Par-
ish historians should recognize two Nolan’s Traces.
One is the exact route that Philip Nolan took dur-
ing three of his notorious expeditions into Texas.

This route will never be known completely, but
the best evidence would place it passing north of
Vernon Parish. The second trace is the route that
was named after, or came to be called, Nolan’s
Trace by the people of Vernon Parish. This tradi-
tional route, as defined by Jack Hadnot, is as legiti-
mate a part of Vernon Parish history as the former.

HAMLETS

As people began moving into the Vernon Parish
region after the Neutral Ground issue was settled,
most built small, subsistence-level farms consist-
ing of a log house and perhaps a shed along some
high ground near a creek, such as the Whiskey
Chitto or the Anacoco (Figure 16). Eventually,
some of these farmsteads grew into clusters of
buildings housing several families, often related.
Along the better and more used trails, some of these
homesteads soon expanded to include a store or
mill, a ferry, or other small enterprises. These clus-
ters of development within the pinelands eventu-

Figure 16 — The first settlers built homes of logs with stick and mud chimneys, like this extended dogtrot cabin
(courtesy Museum of West Louisiana).
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ally came to be identified with local prominent
families or land features and were Vernon Parish’s
first hamlets and villages.

In an earlier section, Population and Settle-
ment, antebellum population clusters were noted.
In this section some insights into the origin of the
more prominent antebellum hamlets are discussed.
The distinction herein between settlement concen-
trations and hamlets is somewhat arbitrary. Gen-
erally, a concentration of buildings is considered
a hamlet if there was evidence of nonfarm struc-
tures—a store/post office, mill, tavern, or ferry,
for example—clustered within visible site of each
other. A settlement, as previously described, was
simply a series of farms within a few miles of each
other—in other words, a rural community sharing
a school or church.

Huddleston
J. W. Dorr’s antebellum description of the regional
development in and around Fort Polk mentions two
hamlets, both of which no longer exist (Pritchard
1938). The first, the little hamlet of Huddleston
(Wise 1971:48), was probably Vernon Parish’s first
village. The site of Huddleston, originally called
Petersburg, is just outside Fort Polk’s main gate
near St. Petersburg Church. John Cupit places the
settlement’s beginnings as early as the 1830s. It
was first named for early settler Peter Eddleman
(Frazar 1933:20; O’Halloran, 3/27/1952). Accord-
ing to Wise (1971:48), a mail route was established
from Lake Charles to Petersburg in 1841. How-
ever, Huddleston was not a post office until Janu-
ary 1847 (Post Office Department 1973) when
Issac Huddleston was appointed postmaster. The
town first appears on an 1857 map (Figure 17).

Huddleston probably was the largest antebel-
lum settlement in the Fort Polk region. Dorr wrote
that by 1860 it had “several mercantile establish-
ments, those of Hatch, Robinson & Co., J. P.
Ettleman & Co. being among them” (Pritchard
1938:1159–1160). In 1859, Rapides Lodge No.
167 was established there with eleven charter
members (Hadnot n.d.). A Nathaniel Sanders was

the postmaster from 1856 until 1866, when the po-
sition was discontinued (Post Office Department
1864:407–411, 1973).13 During the Civil War,
Huddleston became a supply depot for Confeder-
ate troops expected to pass through from Texas.

Liberty Creek
The second hamlet mentioned by Dorr, Liberty
Creek, may actually have been within Fort Polk.
The exact location is not known, but it is assumed
that it was near Liberty Creek, a small stream in
the fort’s northwest corner. Dorr states that the
hamlet was sixty-five miles from Alexandria, or
twenty-three miles west of Hineston and ten miles
east of Huddleston (Pritchard 1938:1159–1160).
This would place it near the present-day 8W-7W
township line approximately along Liberty Creek.
A post office was established there in October
1853, and the first postmaster was Willie Goynes
(Post Office Department 1973). Dorr states there
was a store at Liberty Creek in the 1850s, and this
is probably where the post office was located. The
post office was discontinued in 1866 and never
reopened (Post Office Department 1973).

Walnut Hill
Another hamlet serving the Fort Polk area was
Walnut Hill, located just north of the Main Fort.
Wise (1971:48) states that it was “settled before
there was a parish” around 1810. But this seems
too early for an actual hamlet, although one or two
families might have already settled there. Dorr
makes no mention of Walnut Hill in his list of post
offices along the stage road to Texas in 1860, al-
though local historians insist that it was in exist-
ence by then (Cupit 1963:29; Hadnot n.d.; Marler
1994:143), and they may have a point. The reason
Dorr does not mention Walnut Hill is that, although
the post office was first established there in Feb-
ruary 1849, it was discontinued in 1851 (Post Of-
fice Department 1973). Interestingly, the Liberty
Creek post office was established in 1853. The
creek is only about four miles away from present-
day Walnut Hill Church, and, according to Hadnot,

13 Records indicate that a number of post offices in the region were closed in 1866 or 1867, the result of the Civil War and the later
reestablishment of the postal service in the South.
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Figure 17 — Segment of 1857 map showing Huddleston in the lower right quadrant, directly above the tip of
the arrow overlay (from Davis et al. 1895, plate LIV).
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the original Walnut Hill was a mile from modern
Walnut Hill. So, obviously Liberty Creek became
the post office for Walnut Hill residents from 1853
until 1866. The Walnut Hill post office was rees-
tablished in 1873.

The earliest settlers in the area were the Groves
and Dail families (Wise 1971:53). Walnut Hill had
an inn and a store (Cupit 1963:29) and became
famous as the site of the Rawhide Fight in the
1850s (see later in this chapter). A prominent land-
mark in the region, the inn became a polling place
before 1840 (Whittington 1935:68). It was called
Burton’s Tavern or Stage Stand Hill (Wise
1971:53) and was owned by two men named
Hawkins and Burton (Ford in Hadnot n.d.). Will-
iam Burton was the postmaster at Walnut Hill from
March 1849 to December 1849 (Post Office De-
partment 1864) so the inn probably also housed
the post office. Two Walnut Hills are illustrated
on Colton’s 1876 map (see Figure 13). One is im-
mediately north of Fort Polk and the other, south-
east of the installation.

While the above three hamlets are the only
known antebellum community centers near or
within Fort Polk, several other Vernon Parish re-
gional settlements played a part in the develop-
ment of west-central Louisiana.

Pitkin
Pitkin, located near the fork of Big Six Mile and
Little Six Mile Creeks and along the old trail from
Sugartown to Hineston, is considered by one lo-
cal historian to be the earliest settlement in Ver-
non Parish (Cupit 1963:23). However, the village,
originally called Slabtown then Lydia, was not
really established until 1872 (Wise 1971:50). The
claim to first settlement may stem from the belief
that Reverend Joseph Willis traveled through this
area around 1795 (Wise 1971:50), and, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, this date is probably too early.
Slabtown will be further described in Chapter 4.

Hineston
Although outside modern Vernon Parish borders,
Hineston played an important role in the parish’s
development. Located just outside the Neutral
Ground, Hineston was the last settlement before

crossing the Calcasieu into the no man’s land. The
Golemon family was the first to arrive in the area,
perhaps before 1800 (Marler 1994:16). This is
supported by a gravestone at Mt. Moriah Cem-
etery dating the 1807 death of one family mem-
ber. By the 1820s, Hineston was the largest settle-
ment on Rapides Parish’s western frontier. It is
depicted on most Civil War period maps. As it was
at the crossroads of the Alexandria to Burr’s Ferry
road and the Opelousas to Natchitoches road, it
also played a role as a Confederate campsite and
depot.

Hineston may have been named for William
Hines, who, according to local legend, opened a
store there during the Neutral Ground days (Marler
1994:24). Hineston had a post office beginning as
early as 1847. The first postmaster was James
Hines (Post Office Department 1973), followed
by Henry Levy, Caliste Raujeot, Joseph T. Hatch,
Edourd Weil, and Calvin E. Hosea. Postal service
was discontinued in 1873 (Marler 1994:27; Post
Office Department 1864:407–411, 1973). Hineston
was also supposed to have had a race track early
in its establishment. Whittington (1935:71) states
that a notary public lived there during the antebel-
lum period, evidence of Hineston’s importance to
the region.

Spring Creek
About four miles east of Hineston was a small stop
called Paul’s, which was also called Spring Creek
and is now called Elmer (Marler 1994:97–98). The
first post office was established there in 1858 with
John Swan as the first postmaster (Post Office De-
partment 1973). Michael Paul, postmaster from
1859 until 1866, was described as a French Cre-
ole who offered his house as a hospital during the
Civil War (Post Office Department 1973; Zuber
1971:219). The hamlet was originally named for
the Paul family, the most prominent member be-
ing David Paul, sheriff of Rapides Parish in the
1880s. He led Confederate troops against jayhawk-
ers (Unionist guerrillas) in the region. The Spring
Creek school was located nearby. The settlement
date of Paul’s is not known, but it was probably
early in the nineteenth century, during the Neutral
Ground period.
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Chapter 3 — Antebellum Period, War, and Recovery, 1821–1871

Burr(’s) Ferry
Along the Texas stage road, Burr’s Ferry was the
last stop before entering Texas (Figure 18). Set-
tlers arrived at Burr’s Ferry, or Burr Ferry, as early
as 1805, but Dr. Timothy Burr did not establish a
ferry until around 1827 (Wise 1971:47). It has been
noted that Burr was in the area about ten years
before this, and a grave marker at the Burr family
cemetery even dates to as early as 1810 (Leesville–
Vernon Parish Chamber of Commerce n.d.:5). Burr
built a plantation at Burr’s Ferry, which included
a gristmill, sawmill, and cotton gin. It is possible
Burr built the ferry to transport his slaves back
and forth from his plantation to his fields across
the Sabine.

Gilman Burr was the first Burr’s Ferry post-
master. Originally established in 1847 (Post Of-
fice Department 1973), the post office was dis-
continued in 1867 and then reestablished in 1873.

Aaron Burr was said to have visited his cousin
Timothy at the plantation (Gill and Wise 1940),
but there is little evidence for this. Burr would have
had to have visited between 1825 and 1836 (when
he died), which is unlikely.

The Burrs were Northern sympathizers during
the war. William Zuber, a soldier in the Twenty-
first Texas Cavalry, described a visit to the Burr
residence at the end of the Red River campaign
when the unit was retiring back into Texas:

We arrived before night, and the regiment
camped on the Louisiana side of the river.
However, I called at the residence of Mr. Burr,
owner of the ferry, and applied for entertain-
ment. Burr, a widower, was out, but his daugh-
ter received me. She said her father never re-
ceived soldiers, but her husband was an un-
willing conscript in the Confederate army, and,

Figure 18 — Burr’s Ferry salon (courtesy Museum of West Louisiana).
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P.O. Box 477   Pittsboro, North Carolina 27312     
919-542-5704 ext 103, jberanger@livestockconservancy.org      

www.livestockconservancy.org 
 

Conserving Heritage Breeds Since 1977 

 
 
February 12, 2017 
 
Re: Amicus brief in support of an investigation of the Fort Polk horses 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I write this letter in support of beginning an investigation into the genetic documentation of the feral horses found on 
the Fort Polk property in Louisiana. Initial visual assessments point to the possibility of the horses being a remnant 
population of a Colonial Spanish strain of horses known as the Choctaw horse. If this is the case it would mean that 
the horses could be of genetic, cultural, and historical importance to the region.  
 
With this letter I have included a document created by Dr. Phil Sponenberg who is considered the leading authority 
on Colonial Spanish horses in America. It explains in detail the importance of Colonial Spanish horses and why we 
believe the Fort Polk horses may be considered one of them upon further field investigation.  
 
The Livestock Conservancy has a long history of nearly forty years of collaboration with the U.S. government and 
wildlife conservation agencies to assess feral populations on public land. We have assisted with creating 
management strategies which on occasion has included removal and placement with new breed stewards. Our 
mission is the conservation of unique livestock and poultry breeds and as such we seek only to secure them so that 
their legacy as a living piece of history along with the genetic resource they represent is not lost.  
 
Thank you for your consideration in this matter, and do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

Jeannette Beranger 
Senior Programs Manager  
The Livestock Conservancy 
 

H
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The Livestock Conservancy™  

Colonial Spanish 

 
 
Breed Facts 

Status: 
Threatened 
 
Use: 
Endurance, 
Riding, Hunting, 
Driving 
 
Adult Weight: 
700 - 900 lbs 
 
Temperament: 
Even, Gentle 
Disposition 
 
Experience 
Level: 
Novice 
 
Notes: 
Some are gaited, 
have long stride 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

PO Box 477 

Pittsboro, NC 

27312 

 

The Colonial Spanish horse is a group of 
closely related breeds that descend from 
horses brought by Spanish explorers and 
colonists to the Americas beginning in the 
1500s. Horses were an integral part of 
Spanish success in the New World, and both 
domestic and free range stocks spread far 
and wide. For centuries, Spanish horses were 
the most common type of horse throughout 
the Southeast and all of the regions west of 
the Mississippi. Beginning in the mid- to late 
1800s, however, almost all Spanish stocks 
were crossbred with or replaced by horses of 
larger size, including Thoroughbreds, other riding horse breeds, and draft horses. 
Ubiquitous between 1750 and 1850, the pure Spanish horse in North America was 
almost extinct by 1950. 

By the 1950s, only a few herds of pure Spanish horses remained in the Southeast and 
the Southwest, owned by traditional ranchers or Native American tribes, or found in 
isolated free-ranging herds. From these remnants, conservation programs began. 
Several groups of dedicated breeders have been involved. First among these was the 
Spanish Mustang Registry, founded in 1957, followed by the American Indian Horse 
Registry, the Spanish Barb Breeders Association, and the Southwest Spanish Mustang 
Association. 

The North American Spanish horse population includes many distinct strains, and 
these could be considered either parts of a larger, single breed, or several smaller, 
closely related breeds. Given the overall consistency of this population and the fact that 
many individual horses are registered in more than one of the registries, The Livestock 
Conservancy has chosen to consider them as one breed, while recognizing the 
importance of the unique regional adaptations of individual strains. 

The Colonial Spanish horse goes by a number of names including Spanish Mustang, 
Spanish Barb, or their strain name. Regardless of the name, they share conformational 
features that distinguish them from other riding breeds. They are small, standing 13.2 
to 15 hands (54-60") at the withers and weighing 700-900 pounds. The horses are 
generally short coupled and deep bodied, but narrow from the front so that the front 
legs join the chest in the shape of an "A" rather than the shape of a "U" that is seen in 
the stock horse breeds. The croup is sloping and the tail is set low. The horses have 
broad foreheads and narrow faces, and the profiles may be either straight or convex. 
Spanish horses are athletic and useful for a variety of riding disciplines, among them 
ranch work, endurance competitions, and pleasure riding. They have an unusually long 
stride, and many of them are gaited. They are renowned for their even temperament 
and gentle dispositions. 

Nearly all colors of horses occur in this breed. Solid colors include black, grullo, bay, 
dun, buckskin, chestnut, red dun, palomino, and cream. Gray and roan are common, as 
are every sort of paint (frame, sabino, and tobiano) and the leopard complex of colors 
commonly associated with the Appaloosa breed (including blankets, leopards, and 
varnish roans). Indeed, Spanish genetics are the source of the color in the Paint, Pinto, 
Appaloosa, Pony of the Americas, Palomino, and other breeds. The Spanish horse has 
also made substantial contributions to the American gaited breeds and to the American 

Quarter Horse and other stock horse breeds. 
 

www.livestockconservancy.org 
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Choctaw Horses in the Southeast  
 
History 
The Choctaw horse is one strain of Colonial Spanish horse. The Choctaw nation acquired the horses from the Spanish during the time 
of colonization from the 1500s onward. These, and similar horses, were used by several southeastern native tribes (Cherokee, 
Chickasaw, Creek, Seminole). The horses were essential partners in the active trading networks that linked these nations as well as 
their European neighbors. 
 
The Choctaws, along with the other southeastern native nations, were removed from their original homeland in Mississippi to 
Oklahoma in the years around 1830. The wealthier among them tended to leave before the official “Trail of Tears” removal, and also 
tended to take their livestock (hogs, cattle, horses) with them in their displacement to Oklahoma. The nation then became split into 
remnants in Mississippi which generally lacked agricultural lands, and the portion in Oklahoma which remained largely agricultural. 
 
Conservation Efforts 
Numbers of Choctaw horses in Oklahoma were likely in the low thousands in about 1970, and were kept pure and highly valued by 
their owners. In addition, the relative isolation and challenging terrain of the Kaimichi Mountains tended to keep the bloodlines free of 
outside breeding. In the 1970s the market for horsemeat rose, and many of these horses were then taken to slaughter. Numbers 
plummeted. 
 
Beginning in the late 1970s and early 1980s efforts were directed specifically at the conservatoin of the purely Choctaw horse 
bloodlines. This is distinct from earlier efforts more directed at the Colonial Spanish composite breed made up of several bloodlines 
that were blended together. Among those were several influential Choctaw breeding horses. The Choctaw horse conservation efforts, 
based on Oklahoma horses, were instrumental in reversing the slide towards extinction as a distinct bloodline, with the result that 
numbers have risen from a low of about 50 in the late 1970s to about 250 in 2016. 
 
Recent Findings 
In 2010 Dr. D. P. Sponenberg (heavily involved in the conservation efforts) was in South Mississippi, evaluating local cattle for a 
separate conservation project. One ranch had a few horses (all stallions) that were of classic Choctaw horse conformation, 
temperament, and gait. Later historic investigations revealed that the strain of horses had been bought with the farm in the 1950s, and 
were reputed to have always been on that location and isolated from other breeding. These three were the last remnant of those. DNA 
on these horses was evaluated by Dr. Gus Cothran (Texas A&M University). His response, uninformed as to the reason for submitting 
the DNA, was that the horses were most close to Choctaw horses than to any other breed or bloodline. 
 
This was evidence that some horses had persisted in the original region of the Choctaw (and related tribal) horses. Investigations of a 
few other isolated pockets of horses of identical type are under way, and involve historic, phenotypic, and genetic evaluation. Any old, 
isolated  population from this region is a candidate population. 
 
Fortunately, the external type of the old strains (based originally on Spanish breeding) is quite distinct, and is specifically distinct from 
other breed types that were likely to have been added in over the last 200 years. Groups of horses that are consistently of this type 
have nearly invariably been shown to have DNA consistent with Colonial Spanish horses. 
 
In this regard, the Fort Polk horses from the isolated areas are of special interest for further evaluation before they are removed or lost. 
The history of isolation is one hurdle already passed. The next step is a phenotypic evaluation. In the event that they have a Colonial 
Spanish phenotype, DNA evaluation should then take place. 
 
If the horses are of Colonial Spanish type, then the location and the origin indicate that they should be included within the Choctaw 
horse conservation effort. Strains such as this, long isolated from others, are disproportionately valuable for conservation efforts 
because of the genetic diversity they provide to the population. In the case of the Choctaw horse, the current population all descends 
from the relatively few founders present in the 1970s. Horses outside of that origin then provide for increased diversity and increased 
genetic strength of this historically and culturally important resource. 
 
 
D. Phillip Sponenberg, DVM, PhD 
Professor, Pathology and Genetics 
Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine 
Virginia Tech 
 
 
 
 

I
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The Sawmill Town of Peason, Louisianna
By Rickey Robertson

By the 1890's the railroad and lumbering industry came to East Texas and Western
Louisiana's large virgin forests. In 1916, A.J. Peavy, a lumberman and logger from East
Texas, came to Sabine Parish, La. and with his partner, R.J. Wilson, purchased 40,000
acres of land in the southeast section of the parish. This was a great partnership. Mr.
Peavy was experienced as a logger and lumberman and Mr. Wilson was experienced in
mill management. The men planned their sawmill town, and using the first 3 letters of
Mr. Peavy's name and the last 3 of Mr. Wilson's, the town was named PEASON. Mr.

Peavy was well known in East Texas as a lumberman, having several companies such as Peavy-Byrnes,
Peavy-Moore, Peavy-Welsh, and Peavy-Wilson Lumber Companies.

 The sawmill and town were built beginning in March 1917. The town was wholly company owned and
had many amenities not seen in other towns. The town had running water, electricity, commissary, drug
store, hotel with 134 rooms, theater, garage, icehouse, church, and a large school known as Peason
High School. The first graduating class was in 1922. The company also had its own rail line that ran
from Sandel, La. on the KCS Line to Peason. The railroad was known as the Christie & Eastern and
hauled passengers, freight, and logs. In its heyday 2000 people lived and worked in Peason.

During its peak production, the Peason Mill was billed as the largest pine lumber operation west of the
Mississippi River. The average monthly production was nearly 4 million board feet. In the mid 1920's the
mill ran a double shift and produced nearly 7 million board feet monthly. Spur logging lines ran
throughout the area. Log trains brought in huge loads of virgin pine timber. But even with mechanical
loaders and skidders, the company had to have ox, mule, and horse teams to drag out logs from
inaccessible locations. My grandfather, O.A. Robertson, son of a blacksmith, after returning from the
Army in World War I, trained his own and the company teams of oxen and mules. In 1922 Peavy-Wilson
Company bought him a new log wagon to haul heavier and larger loads of logs on.

The mill run ended in 1935 during the Great Depression. Peavy-Wilson Company owned a large block of
land near Holipaw, Florida, and the mill and town were moved there by rail, where it operated until
1947. Little is left of the old mill and town but memories. On June 23, 2007 the Peason Historical
Foundation dedicated the Peason Memorial Park, complete with historical marker and photo kiosk's, in
memory of this great sawmill town. Stop by and visit this beautiful park located on La. Hwy. 118 in the
Peason Community and remember the great town and mill that once dominated the area.

 Peason has many unique items, with two old sayings with special meaning: "If you ever take a drink of
Peason water, you'll always come back to Peason!" and the other "to the folks who live in Peason, a

Stephen F. Austin State University

The Sawmill Town of Peason, Louisiana (August 2011)
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stranger is just a friend we haven't met yet". Come
and drink some Peason water with us Peason folks
and let's make friends !
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Remembering  
Fort Polk’s Heritage: 

A Tribute to the  
Displaced Families of  

Camp Polk and Peason Ridge 

November 3, 2007 
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Remembering  
Fort Polk’s Heritage: 

A Tribute to the  
Displaced Families of  

Camp Polk and Peason Ridge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We will not forget our heritage families for they are 

unsung heroes who surrendered their homes and way of life 

for the sake of this nation.” 
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Preface 
By MG Daniel P. Bolger, Installation Commander, JRTC & Fort Polk  

A s we serve and train on the land we call Fort Polk, we walk in the steps of heroes. 
Starting in 1941, 50 of the 89 divisions raised for World War II passed this way. In 
1950-51, the 45th Infantry Division prepared here for the grim hills of Korea. During 
the Vietnam War, over one million Soldiers received basic and advanced training at 

Fort Polk’s famous “Tigerland.” And now in the current Global War on Terrorism, we have trained 
more than half of the fighting brigades bound for Afghanistan and Iraq. Fort Polk has long been the 
favorite practice field when America’s Army is preparing to go in harm’s way.  

But we should never forget that this land has not always been an Army installation. With America’s 
entry into WWII imminent, the War Department was scouring the country in search of training 
grounds. More than 200 families were displaced from their homesteads when the War Department 
exerted emergency powers under eminent domain to take land and create Camp Polk. 

We won WWII, of course, and history confirms that the sacrifices were well worth it. Yet memories 
linger to this day. Fort Polk’s Heritage Project honors, memorializes, and recognizes the local citi-
zens whose sacrifices made this modern military installation possible. These families gave us what 
we have today. It is our honor to serve them as Soldiers.  

 

<MG Bolger’s signature> 
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Foreword 
By COL David Sage, Garrison Commander, Fort Polk 

M ost accounts of the forming of Camp Polk begin in 1941 when the installation first 
opened for business, as if the post sprang fully fledged from nothingness. In real-
ity, a heavy price was paid to form this military installation and enable the world-
class training of America’s troops. Prior to becoming an Army post, the land was 

occupied by subsistence farmers and their families. Today, their names echo through time as place 
names for military training exercises.  

Beyond documenting the inception and success of Fort Polk’s Heritage Project, I hope this effort 
will provide a template for preserving family heritage at other military installations, and serve as a 
primer for promoting community partnerships in the future.  

 

<COL Sage’s signature> 
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Background  
The eve of World War II found America’s military in neglect 
after years of public apathy. As hostilities intensified in Europe, 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Congress initiated a 
program to prepare the nation’s military for possible entry into 
the conflict. Procedures for a draft were developed, existing 
military bases expanded, and new military installations were 
created. The Army, in particular, needed room to train. As 
General George C. Marshall, U.S. Army Chief of Staff during 
WWII, stated, “The only way to learn how to do things properly is to get out on the ground and 
actually do them.”  

And so the hunt was on for land suitable to host the war games that would be vital to the triumph of 
America’s Greatest Generation. Army reconnaissance teams scouted across the Southern United 
States, searching for the ideal location. General Marshall wanted varied terrain to test the soldiers 
and equipment, thinly populated country that was “conveniently and economically accessible,” and 
a willing population who would not demand huge reimbursements for any damage that might be 
caused by the military maneuvers. After months of searching, officers finally chose huge tracts of 
land in west central Louisiana, and the famed Louisiana Maneuvers began in 1940. During these 
maneuvers, Omar Bradley, Mark Clark, and George Patton coached and trained their young troops. 

Today, Fort Polk covers 198,759 acres, part of which is situated on U.S. Forest Service Lands in the 
Kisatchie National Forest. The installation was officially established in 1941 as Camp Polk, named 
in honor of the Right Reverend Leonidas Polk, the first Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of 
Louisiana and a Confederate general. Construction of Camp Polk began in January 1941, and the 
post’s first commander, Colonel Otto Wagner, arrived with a few soldiers in March 1941. Camp 
Polk was officially completed 1 August 1941.  

Wooden barracks sprang up seemingly overnight to support an Army preparing to battle Axis forces 
on the North African, European, and Pacific fronts. During the Louisiana Maneuvers, thousands of 

Fort Polk At A Glance 
Total Acreage: 198,759 Supported Population 96,761 
Army Owned 100,634 Military 9,221 
USFS Owned 98,125 Military Family Members 14,022 

Intensive Use 40,506 Army Civilian Employees 2,014 
Special Use 12,820 Contractors 3,384 
Limited Use 44,799 Retired Military Personnel 36,940 

Reserve Component, ROTC 29,299 
Rotational Training Troops 1,881 

        

Fort Polk 

Peason 
Ridge 
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American Soldiers learned the basics of 
combat at Camp Polk before shipping out to 
fight during WWII. The post was essentially 
inactive from 1946 until 1950, with some 
National Guard use during the summers. The 
post re-opened for the Korean Conflict and 
then closed again in 1954. The installation 
reopened in 1955 as Fort Polk, and was 
permanently activated in 1961 during the 
Berlin crisis, with the installation becoming an 
infantry training center in 1962. Subsequently, 
Fort Polk was selected to conduct advanced 
training for Soldiers headed to Vietnam.  

Fort Polk became home to the Joint Readiness 
Training Center (JRTC) in 1993. Today, the JRTC and Fort Polk supports America’s fight in the 
Global War on Terrorism by providing intensive training for the Army's light infantry and special 
operations forces. By integrating the U.S. Air Force, Navy, and Marines, along with military units 
from America’s allies overseas, the JRTC provides uniquely realistic training for our troops. The 
joint service training emphasized at Fort Polk is crucial to the survival of our armed forces and 
critical for maintaining national security.  

The combined-arms nature of most military missions has drawn heavy armored units into JRTC 
training. Contingency and special operations soldiers (including paratroopers, air assault soldiers, 
Special Forces, and Rangers) are among the first to be called in a military crisis. They must deploy 
on short notice and be prepared to fight immediately upon arrival. During JRTC training, heavy and 
light units team up for a true-to-life training experience. The JRTC’s training strategy provides the 
key to victory on any battlefield: leaders with warrior skills and mental agility combined with forces 
trained and ready to win. 

Fort Polk is also home to the 1st Maneuver Enhancement Brigade, which contains several combat 
support units. Medical, dental, and military police commands also support the installation. The 4th 
Brigade, 10th Mountain Division, one of the Army’s new modular brigades, officially activated 19 
January 2005 at Fort Polk.  

Peason Ridge 
Located in Sabine, Natchitoches, and Vernon Parishes, Peason Ridge is a non-contiguous training 
area north of the Fort Polk main post consisting of 33,488 acres. The first known occupants of 
Peason Ridge were tribes of the Caddo, Ais, Adais, Hasinai, Natchitoches, and Peticaddo. In the 
early 1900s, the immense stands of virgin timber in the area drew the attention of lumbermen A.J. 
Peavy and R.J. Wilson. The surnames of these men were combined to give the land its present-day 
name of Peason. The terminus for the Christie and Eastern Railroad, the lumber mill at Peason 

The Soldiers of Fort Polk have been called to serve 
around the world. From the service of the “Greatest 
Generation” during WWII, to the Korean Conflict, 
Vietnam, Operation Just Cause in Panama, Operation 
Desert Storm, and now the Global War on Terrorism, 
training at Fort Polk has helped American troops fight 
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employed 450 people and operated from 1917 until all the timber was harvested in 1935.  

From Timbering to Soldiering 
As Vernon Parish began to change from a frontier community into a modern farming community, 
land speculators and timber barons were amassing vast tracts of its virgin pine landscape. Just when 
settlers could finally claim legitimate government-sanctioned landownership, the unclaimed land 
was bought by outside corporate interests. The land changed hands quickly, again and again. 
Almost overnight, mills sprang up and the timber cutting began. For a brief period, Vernon Parish 
was the center of one of the largest industries in the United States. Then, just as quickly as they had 
arrived, the timber barons left, and the pine trees were gone. The U.S government arrived to reforest 
the barren landscape, and a new era began. 

As the United States prepared for global war in 1940, the U.S. Army sought land to practice 
maneuvering large numbers of men and materials. Despite the hard work of the Forest Service and 
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), large tracts in Vernon Parish were still relatively open, 
rolling, “submarginal,” cutover land with little occupation — precisely what the army required. The 
army chose a location just seven miles southeast of Leesville. These lands were owned primarily by 
the Forest Service, some 27,615 acres in all. In sum, the coming of Camp Polk, and then Fort Polk 
in 1941 was a tremendous economic boost to the area. Construction workers at the camp flooded the 
area for housing, food, and other services.  

Through the spring and summer of 1940, military vehicles and green-clad soldiers were seen more 
and more frequently marching and convoying up and down western Louisiana’s formerly quiet 
dusty roads. The first of the Louisiana Maneuvers began in April 
and May 1940, pitting tanks against tanks in a mock battle. 
Leesville and the area east to Leander became the battleground. 
At one point, Leesville was actually the scene of a tank battle. As 
citizens watched from rooftops, tanks raced through town firing 
blanks at each other in mock combat.  

At the beginning of the Louisiana Maneuvers, one Army 
observer described Camp Polk as an area, “...where I don’t think 
any human beings have been for fifty years.” He could not have 
been more wrong, for the land was indeed inhabited and the War 
Department was diligently working through the Federal Court system to obtain the land needed to 
permanently establish Camp Polk.  

Displacement: Creation of Camp Polk  

While some willingly sold land to the War Department, other landowners dug in and vowed to stay. 
To obtain the land needed to train American troops in preparation for WWII, the War Department 
worked with the Federal District courts in Lake Charles (over 70 miles to the south) and in 

No one is certain how many 
households were present on the 
land that was acquired to form 
Camp Polk. However, the Fort 
Polk Heritage Project has 
verified a total of 255 different 
surnames, and there are many 
documented instances of 
numerous households having 
the same surname (i.e., 
extended families occupied 
multiple home sites).  
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Shreveport (over 100 miles to the north). The Peason Ridge land was also included when the War 
Department began proceedings to acquire the land that was to become Camp Polk. In 1941, the 
occupants of the 29 homesteads present at Peason Ridge were displaced from their land.  

The distance from west-central Louisiana to the court buildings in Lake Charles and Shreveport was 
an enormous obstacle for landowners who attempted to fight the taking of their homes. Most of the 
affected landowners had no means of traveling such great distances. Through the Federal court 
system, the land was condemned and a judgment was rendered declaring eminent domain. After 
this, the local Parish Clerk’s Office carried out the eviction of the residents from the property.  

Recollections about how the condemnation of the land was carried out differ. Some oral histories 
recount instantaneous eviction with no prior notice, where government officials descended on a 
home site, tacked a notice of condemnation to the door, and told the occupants of the house to leave. 
Through memories shared decades later, the occupants of the house fled with what belongings they 
could gather as bulldozers moved in and demolished everything to ensure that there was no place to 
return to.  

According to Vernon Parish records from the 1930s and 1940s, it appears that many families 
displaced from the land were not the landowners of record. Many people living on the land were 
tenants or homesteaders, which may help explain the prevalence of memories about sudden and 
irrevocable eviction that are shared by many Heritage Family members.  

During the course of the Heritage Project, records have been found  listing the same person as legal 
owner of multiple homesteads. Matching these records with 
recollections of Heritage Family members indicates that land 
speculators were purchasing the land ahead of time, in hopes of 
turning a tidy profit at the expense of the War Department. 
However, in at least one instance, surviving records show that a 
land speculator paid $500 to the farmer and received only $400 
from the government.  

However, other accounts of the land acquisition reveal weeks of 
prior knowledge. One account details how a landowner 
dismantled his entire homestead, moved it, and rebuilt it only to have his land taken to move again. 
In the end, this landowner is said to have dismantled and moved his homestead four times before 
successfully getting out of the footprint of Camp Polk.  

The immense burden born by the subsistence farmers who 
were displaced to create Camp Polk is hard to fathom. In 
addition to losing their homes and their land, they also lost 
their only source of food because their land was taken 
before crops were ready for harvest.  The global shift from 

“They lost everything –  
home, ancestors, land,  
even their ‘grocery store’.” 

 Skip Cryer  
Heritage Family Member  

Both records and memories of 
amounts paid for the 
condemned property vary as 
widely as the recollections of 
how the taking of the land was 
carried out. Some landowners 
were paid as much as $25 per 
acre, while others were paid as 
little as $2 per acre. The reason 
behind this disparity in 
compensation is not known.  
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an agrarian lifestyle to a more urbanized, 
industrial lifestyle was played out in the 
microcosm of west-central Louisiana: The very 
people who lost their farms were the ones 
employed to build Camp Polk.  

The sudden and complete diaspora of entire 
family units from their ancestral lands also 
separated people from loved ones who were 
buried in family plots on what was becoming 
Camp Polk. This resulted in a severance of 
connections with the past and a loss of personal 
history.  

The Heritage Project 
For decades, the history of the Heritage Families laid dormant. Most published accounts of Fort 
Polk begin with 1941, when the installation officially opened. Even today, an internet search on the 
history of Fort Polk will reveal mention of the post being 
constructed on “…cut over pine forests with a few 
dilapidated shacks” (www.globalsecurity.org).   

COL David Sage, Garrison Commander, had previously 
overseen a similar heritage project, though on a much 
smaller scale, while serving as Deputy Chief of Staff at Fort 
Hood, Texas. Reflecting on the magnitude of the sacrifices 
ordinary American families made to create Camp Polk, and 
on the enduring ties that exist between family history and 
the land, COL Sage vowed to restore the connections that had been severed when the installation 
was formed. COL Sage saw this not only as an opportunity to thank the families whose land was 
taken to create the installation on which he now served, but also as a way to strengthen the Army’s 
ties with the local community.  And thus the Fort Polk Heritage Project began with a seemingly 

simple goal: to recognize, honor, and memorialize the 
families who were displaced when Camp Polk was 
created.  

The basis of the Fort Polk Heritage Project is the 
connection between families, their land, their history, and 

their identity. This connectivity resonates with both 
military personnel and civilians. In addition to capturing 
and recording history that was at the point of vanishing 
from living memory, the Heritage Project has restored 

“By strengthening our 
relationship with the local 
community, we are able to 
improve the quality of life – and 
life experiences – that our 
Soldiers and their families have 
while stationed at Fort Polk.” 

 COL David Sage 
Garrison Commander 
Fort Polk  

“There’s a deep connection  
to the land mass we now call  
Fort Polk. We’re working to 
document that connection and 
make it sustainable for future 
generations.” 

 Jim Grafton 
Cultural Resources  
Program Manager 
Fort Polk  

MG Bolger, Commanding General of the JRTC and 
Fort Polk, speaks about the historical perspectives 
of the Heritage Project.  
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good will and reconnected the relationship between the Army and local residents of west-central 
Louisiana. 

The Heritage Workshop 

At the inaugural meeting of the Fort Polk Heritage Project team, excitement buzzed at this unique 
opportunity to cement the family unit in west-central Louisiana. However, team members quickly 
realized that they really didn’t know much about the families they wanted to honor. Determined to 
get it right, the Heritage Project team decided to ask known members of Heritage Families for their 
assistance and their guidance on the best way to honor the families who were displaced.  

On 19 April 2007, Fort Polk hosted the Heritage Workshop. Attending the workshop were: 

♦ Heritage Family representatives (from the Bass, Chaney, Cryer, Haymon, James, Jeter, LaCaze, 
Nolde, and Sweat families)  

♦ Area museums (Museums of West Louisiana, Peason Ridge, Beauregard Parish, and DeRidder 
War Memorial) 

♦ Vernon and Beauregard Parish Chambers of Commerce 
♦ Vernon and Sabine Parish Tourism Commissions 
♦ Academic historians 
♦ Cultural resource professionals 
♦ A broad cross-section of Fort Polk personnel 
♦ U.S. Forest Service personnel  

The overarching purpose of the workshop was to obtain ideas and input from each of the groups in 
attendance on how to best recognize, honor, and memorialize the sacrifices made by the Heritage 
Families whose homes and land were taken to create Fort Polk. Breakout sessions were conducted 
during the workshop to focus on three broad topics: (1) memorialization, (2) creating and planning a 
day to honor Heritage Families, and (3) recording the cultural histories of Heritage Families. The 
goal of each breakout session was to identify issues, rank priorities, and develop recommendations 
for going forward.  

Memorialization 
The Memorialization Group was tasked with identifying strategies for (1) developing a memorial on 
Fort Polk dedicated to the Heritage Families, (2) identification and possible memorializing for the 
sites of historic homesteads and communities that once existed on Fort Polk, and (3) preserving the 
historic cemeteries and gravesites on post.  

The group decided that two permanent memorials were needed because land was taken from 
families in two locations, Fort Polk and Peason Ridge. Members of the Memorialization Group 
decided that the best way to honor both sets of Heritage families was to erect two obelisks in 
Warrior Memorial Park on Fort Polk: One obelisk honoring the families displaced to form Camp 
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Polk, and one obelisk to honor the families displaced 
from Peason Ridge. Obelisks were chosen because the 
shape was seen as a very formal representation of the 
respect and honor due to the Heritage Families. To 
ensure no one ever again overlooked their contributions 
to this nation, it was decided to engrave each obelisk 
with the names of the Heritage Families displaced 
when their land was taken. Future plans call for a 
memorial to be installed at Peason Ridge to 
commemorate that area’s Heritage Families as well.  

The Memorialization Group also decided to identify 
and mark the location of each homestead and 
community. Furthermore, the group recommended that 
new roads and trails on Fort Polk be named for the 
historic homestead/community located nearby.  

Heritage Tree Registry 
One of the hurdles to memorializing the homesteads of 
the displaced families is the fact that there are no 
remaining historic structures on Fort Polk. Many homesteads were deconstructed by the tenants 
when they moved and rebuilt at a new site. However, many trees planted by the families to provide 
shade to their homes remain, standing sentinel to the events of history.  

Personnel from Fort Polk have worked diligently to locate homestead trees by combining the use of 
GPS, GIS land mapping, current aerial photographs, and historic aerial photographs. By overlaying 
images from aerial photographs taken in 1939 and landowner maps from 1941 onto current aerial 
photographs and GIS mapping data for Fort Polk, possible locations of homes, barns, and 
communities are derived. Document searches for past cultural resource site investigations are being 
used to provide possible site data for wells or other remaining structures at the home places. One by 
one, these possible locations are now being painstakingly ground-truthed.  

When a Heritage Tree is definitively identified, information is collected and added to the Heritage 
Tree Registry database, including:  
♦ Species 
♦ Height of the tree 
♦ GPS coordinates of the tree 
♦ Crown-spread of the tree 
♦ Estimated age of the tree. 

This database will be used to ensure that these living memorials are protected to the best degree 
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Signs have been placed throughout Fort 
Polk, identifying various homeplaces and 
settlements. These signs serve as 
reminders to the Soldiers currently 
maneuvering and training at Fort Polk of 
the monumental sacrifice made by the 
Heritage Families for the sake of our 
nation.  
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possible. However, the search for Heritage 
Trees has turned up more than shade trees. 
Many ornamental trees and flowers have been 
found at old homesites, standing as mute 
testimony to the love the Heritage Families had 
for their land. Two antique roses have been 
recovered from old homesites on Fort Polk: the 
‘Seven Sisters’ rose from the former Self 
homeplace and the ‘Old Blush’ rose from the 
former George Cryer homeplace.  

Other markers of homesites, including square, 
blacksmith-made nails, were found adjacent to 
one old homesite, dating it to the pre-Civil War 
era. And in one especially moving moment, an 
elderly Heritage Family member was helping Fort Polk personnel try to locate her family’s 
homesite when they literally stumbled upon a door from an old wood-burning stove. Ms. Marie 
Cryer White exclaimed, “Why that’s from my Grandmama’s stove! The last time I saw this door, I 
was tending Grandmama’s fire while she cooked!”   

Cemeteries 
A total of 18 historic cemeteries are located on Fort Polk training lands. Most of these cemeteries 
are quite small because the early settlements themselves were small and widely scattered.  

Family members taught family histories and lore by recounting who was buried where, and the 
details of that person’s life. However, when the connection to the land was severed by the 
construction of Camp Polk, many people lost access to their family cemeteries. This resulted in 
some gravesites being lost altogether and the occupants of many more gravesites becoming 

unknown.  

Over the years, some area genealogists have 
conducted research at these cemeteries. They 
quickly learned that achieving complete accuracy 
in the recording of grave data is almost 
impossible. In many cases, the identity, grave 
location, and history of the deceased were passed 
down in stories over the generations and was not 
documented with a formal grave marker. 
However, the oral histories were not failsafe. 
Events, dates, relationships, and even names 
mutated with retelling over time. Some intriguing 

The shade trees shown in this photograph are all 
that remain of the Clint White homestead. These 
trees are now part of the Heritage Tree Registry at 
Fort Polk.  

Easier Cemetery Access 

Cultural Resources staff members have worked 
with Fort Polk Range Control to establish 
procedures for easy and safe visits by Heritage 
Family members to their familial home sites 
and cemeteries that are now located on military 
training lands. The Cultural Resources staff 
members developed a Cemetery Access Guide 
brochure containing easy-to-understand 
directions for gaining access to these lands. In 
return, surviving Heritage Family members who 
have accessed their familial lands have 
provided the Cultural Resources staff members 
with invaluable information, history, and 
memories about the significance and location 
of various landmarks, such as trees and 
gravesites. 
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remnants of the histories of the deceased remain, such as the marker labeled “Harriet Gill and son.” 
Members of the Gill family relate that, according to their family history, the child buried with Ms. 
Gill was not her son. However, further details about this have been lost to time.  

The earliest grave identified in association with Fort Polk lands is for Philemon Bryan, who died in 
1849. Mr. Bryan’s grave is an exception, however, for most of the early graves were either 
unmarked or marked with perishable markers. This may have been due to a general lack of money 
for permanent gravestones. Or, perhaps since the gravesites and cemeteries were originated and 
maintained by family members of the deceased, tangible signs indicating a final resting place may 
have been deemed unnecessary.  

At the time of the April 2007 Heritage Workshop, the final resting places of some Heritage Family 
members were in danger of being lost forever. The Heritage Project Team learned the magnitude of 
the problem when a Heritage Family member exclaimed to them during a cemetery visit, “Where 
are all the graves?!”  

The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) used ground-penetrating radar (GPR) to ground-truth known and 
suspected historic burials, thus helping to locate lost civilian gravesites – a first for a military 
installation. In partnership with the USFS, personnel 
from throughout Fort Polk worked to provide 
recognition, dignity, and sanctity for Heritage Family 
gravesites. The graves of Heritage Family members 
whose identities have been lost are now marked, in 
keeping with the recommendation generated at the 
Heritage Workshop.  

Through the Heritage Project, the boundaries of all 
historic cemeteries have been found and marked. This 
prevents inadvertent damage to the cemeteries during 
training (12 of the 18 historic cemeteries are located on 
active training ranges; 2 are not fenced). It also gives 
the troops a sense of their place in history and an 
appreciation for the sacrifices of these families. 

The 18 historic cemeteries located on Army and USFS 
lands are now listed as state archaeological sites, in 
coordination with the Louisiana State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO). As listed archaeological 
sites, these cemeteries are protected under the 
Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA), 
bringing civil and criminal penalties for those who 
would damage them. Fort Polk’s submittal of historic 
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The final resting places of some Heritage 
Family members were in danger of being 
lost to the ages. In partnership with the U.S. 
Forest Service, personnel from throughout 
Fort Polk worked to provide recognition, 
dignity, and sanctity for Heritage Family 
gravesites. The graves of Heritage Family 
members whose identities are unknown now 
have simple wooden head and foot markers.  
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civilian cemeteries as ARPA sites was a first for an Army installation.   

Heritage Family Collection 
The true centerpiece of Fort  Polk’s Heritage Project is the compilation and archiving of the 
Heritage Family collection. Developing the Heritage Family collection stands as true testimony to 
Fort Polk's sincerity in wishing to develop and maintain favorable relationships with the Heritage 
Families.  

Contained in the Heritage Family Collection are historic photographs, some of which were 
generously donated by Heritage Family members; oral histories gathered from Heritage Family 
members who resided on the land when it was taken by the War Department; cultural artifacts  
recovered from Heritage Family homesites; birth and death records; and land records.  

Workshop attendees agreed that the purpose of the Heritage Family collection is to preserve and 
make available the histories of the Fort Polk Heritage Families. To ensure the security of the 
collection, the Heritage team decided to house dual copies of the collection at the Fort Polk 
Curation Facility, widely regarded as the best curation facility in Louisiana, and at the Northwestern 
State University (NSU) Curation Facility. All tangible items and original artifacts will be 
permanently held at Fort Polk, as per regulation. Digital copies of historical documents or 
photographs will be housed at NSU.  

To make the collection easily accessible to as many people as possible, the collection will be 
digitized and made available on the internet. Wishing to do more than simply make these files 
available on the internet, the Heritage Project Team has plans to create a virtual tour environment, 
where Heritage Family members (or anyone else) can click on their family name and be taken to 
aerial photographs of their familial lands and historic photographs of their homesteads. Another 
click of the mouse will bring up voice recordings of oral histories and digital photographs of 
historic birth, death, and land records.  

Recording the Cultural Histories 
Participants in the April 2007 Heritage Workshop agreed that the effort to capture and record 
cultural histories should be focused on the period from 1820 through 1941. Through the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the staff from the NSU Folklife Center are to be the 
subject matter experts involved with collecting the oral histories. Workshop participants decided 
that oral histories would only be collected from Heritage 
Family members who actually lived on the land that was 
taken to create Camp Polk; oral histories will not be 
collected from descendents of former residents of the land. 
However, the cultural history capture goes further than 
just oral histories and extends to family records, school 
records, historic maps, land ownership records, and 

“I was there when the  
tanks came through. They ran 
over everything – house, fence, 
peach trees. We were scared. 
Momma cried.”  

 Norma Lee Jeane Meaux 
Heritage Family Member 
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abstracts. The capture of these types of cultural history records will be accomplished by Fort Polk 
and USFS personnel.  

Heritage Day Planning 
As word of the Fort Polk Heritage Project spread, team members hoped for a positive reaction. In 
the months following the Workshop, an astonishing number of people with connections to Heritage 
Families came forward from around the nation. From a contractor paid to mow the grass on Fort 
Polk to family members in Wyoming and Florida, and everywhere in between, excitement was 
building about the first Heritage Day in November 2007.  

A true team effort allowed Fort Polk to host Heritage Day. Personnel from throughout Fort Polk, 
both government employees and contractors, along with USFS staff, Heritage Family members, and 
NSU personnel worked tirelessly for seven months to ensure the success of the first Heritage Day 
celebration. Command support from both MG Bolger, the Commanding General, and COL Sage, 
the Garrison Commander, was critical to the successful planning of the day. Everyone selflessly put 
in many long hours to ensure that every detail of every activity was planned to perfection for 
Heritage Day.  

At Long Last: Heritage Day 2007 
A crisply perfect Louisiana fall morning heralded the first Heritage Day at Fort Polk. Hundreds of 
Heritage Family members congregated at the Main Post Chapel to visit with long-lost friends and 
family, share memories, tell stories, and accept Fort Polk’s honor and gratitude for their sacrifices. 
Among descendents present were employees of the USFS and Fort Polk, bringing full circle the 
connection between the land and the Heritage Families. Refrains of, “Why, I haven’t seen you since 
we left the land!” echoed again and again throughout the halls of the Chapel as Heritage Family 
members renewed connections severed by the taking of their land over 60 years ago.  

The day began with family members sharing artifacts from their time on the land that became Fort 
Polk. Fourteen families proudly shared their family treasures in booths set up in the fellowship hall 
of the chapel. Each booth was jam-packed with cherished mementos, historic photographs, and 
family records.  

In addition to the family booths, six stations were 
sponsored by Fort Polk, the USFS, NSU, NPS, and 
local genealogical societies:  
♦ Oral Histories: NSU cultural historians played 

videotapes of the oral histories collected to date 
and were on hand to capitalize on opportunities to 
collect more oral histories from Heritage Family 
members in attendance at the day’s festivities.  

♦ GIS Mapping: USFS and Fort Polk personnel were 
on hand to demonstrate how historic homesites 

Fourteen heritage families had booths full of 
items from their time on the land that was taken 
to create Camp Polk.  
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have been located using GIS mapping overlain with 
historic aerial photographs. Heritage family members 
could see their homestead marked on Fort Polk GIS maps 
and provide confirmation that the location was correct (or 
help fix incorrect placement) on the maps. 

♦ Headstone Cleaning and Ground Penetrating Radar: 
National Park Service (NPS) personnel explained proper 
techniques for cleaning headstones without damaging the 
fragile old stone. USFS personnel explained how they 
used radar technology to locate lost graves. 

♦ Historic Photo Scanning: USFS and Fort Polk personnel 
staffed a scanning station where Heritage Family 
members could add their historic family photographs to 

the Heritage Family Collection. The USFS archival specialist also 
provided advice on proper handling and storage of the original 
photographs. 
♦ Book sales: Copies of three books pertaining to Fort Polk history were 
available for purchase: 
ο Whiskey Chitto Woman, by Marguerite Hudson 
ο A Good Home for a Poor Man, by Steve Smith 
ο Fort Polk Cemetery Guide, by  
      Cultural Resources staff 
♦ Heritage Rose Sale: The ‘Seven 
Sisters’ rose, discovered at the location 
of one of the historic homesites on Fort 
Polk, was propagated and sold by the 

Vernon Parish Genealogy and Historical 
Society. Offered for sale during the 2007 
Heritage Day, this rose was a living 
connection between past and present. 

And of course no family reunion, for that was truly the atmosphere 
of the day, would be complete without food. Loads of homemade 
goodies abounded at the inaugural Heritage Day celebration. Jim 
“Gator” Grafton, Fort Polk’s Cultural Resources Manager, 
personally cooked for 10 hours to ensure enough old-fashioned 
syrup tea cakes were on hand to feed the hungry crowd.  

Convocation 
Following the mingling, Heritage Day officially began with a 
convocation in the Main Post Chapel sanctuary. The Heritage 
choir, comprised of personnel from Fort Polk, opened the 

Roses From the Past 

The ‘Seven Sisters’ rose was 
discovered at the location of one 
of the historic homesites on Fort 
Polk. The Vernon Parish  
Genealogy and Historical Society 
propagated cuttings from the 
rose, and offered  “descendents” 
of this rose for sale during the 
2007 Heritage Day. 

Heritage family members gathered at 
the GIS mapping station to locate 
their homesites and reminisce.  
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Historic photographs 
spurred many  
recollections by Heritage 
Family members.  
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convocation by singing “I’ll Fly Away” followed by the national anthem. COL Sage’s opening 
remarks began with, “Welcome home.” He stressed the importance of collecting and curating the 
history of the Heritage Families so that their stories will be alive and available to their children, 
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. COL Sage concluded his remarks by reminding the 
Heritage Families that their sacrifice gives young Soldiers one last opportunity for realistic training 
prior to deploying to the world’s hot spots. This training is key to both their victory on the 
battlefield and their safe return home.  

Next, Greta Boley, USFS Supervisor for the Kisatchie National Forest, spoke eloquently about the 
dedication of the USFS in caring for the land and serving the Heritage Families. Ms. Boley 
reminded those in attendance that the sacrifices of the Heritage Families have helped all Americans 
enjoy enduring freedom.  

MG Bolger’s keynote address truly inspired the crowd and perfectly captured the intent and 
meaning of the Heritage Project. Said MG Bolger: 

“Coming face to face with the people who made Fort Polk possible is truly the greatest 
day I’ve had during my tenure at Fort Polk. Today is a day long overdue. The Federal 
Government exercised their authority under the constitution in taking the land during a 
time of war. The constitution states, however, that just compensation must be given when 
land is taken ... Today, just compensation has finally been given to you through the 
Heritage Project. Sixty years ago, your land was cleared, but your history was not 
uprooted. Your roots will always be here. Your land will never be made into a parking lot 
or a shopping mall. Your heritage will always be here. We honor your families. You gave 
up your homes, way of life, and happiness. Heritage Day reminds us of this. Your roots 
are now the roots of our great Army. Wherever our Army goes, we bring the red mud of 
west central Louisiana with us on our boots. America’s freedom is indeed just 
compensation for your sacrifices. On behalf of all of America’s Soldiers, I thank you.”  

MOU Signing 
Upon the conclusion of MG Bolger’s keynote speech, 
COL Sage, representing Fort Polk, Ms. Boley, 
representing the USFS, and Dr. Larry Monk, 
representing NSU, gathered in front of the Chapel altar 
to sign the Heritage Project Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU). As set forth in the MOU, 

“The purpose of the MOU is to establish a closer 
and more cooperative working relationship 
between the JRTC and Fort Polk, NSU, and the 
Forest Service in order to collect, preserve, 
protect, and make known to the public the 
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Dr. Larry Monk of NSU, Ms. Boley of the 
USFS, and COL David Sage, Fort Polk 
Garrison Commander, signed the Heritage 
Project Memorandum of Agreement during the 
convocation in the Main Post Chapel.  
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invaluable cultural resources associated with those Department of Agriculture lands and 
Department of Defense lands used for military training by the JRTC and Fort Polk. Army 
and Forest Service lands used for military training contain significant cultural materials 
located beneath the soil surface, standing upon the landscape, and held within disparate 
collections of memorabilia in private and public hands. Of special value are the cultural 
resources held within the living memories of citizens who were displaced from their 
homes in order to establish the military training post in the period 1941 - 1943. It is 
appropriate for the Forest Service to cooperate with NSU and the JRTC and Fort Polk in 
order to capture and curate these cultural treasures for future generations.”  

Specifically, the MOU will help ensure the preservation of the Heritage Family histories at Fort 
Polk and on USFS land by: 1) providing official approval for NSU to gather oral histories from 
surviving members of Fort Polk Heritage Families; and (2) developing a Heritage Family collection, 
with copies housed at both Fort Polk and NSU.  

Under the terms of the MOU:  
♦ The USFS will continue to provide use of GPR to ground-truth known and suspected historic 

cemeteries, thus helping to locate lost civilian gravesites. 
♦ NSU will continue gathering oral histories from members of the Heritage Families; will house a 

copy of the Heritage Family collection, comprised of historic data on Heritage families; will 
provide on-site demonstrations of gravestone preservation and cleaning; and will spatially capture 
(via GPS), photograph, survey, and document all 18 historic cemeteries. 

Dedication of  the Heritage Memorial 
Following the signing of the MOU, attendees of Heritage Day went across the street to Warrior 
Memorial Park for the official dedication of the Fort Polk Heritage Memorial. MG Bolger and COL 
Sage  presided over the dedication, which was officially concluded by the Fort Polk Heritage Choir 
singing “America the Beautiful.” The reunion atmosphere 
was felt at the memorial dedication, too, as families posed 
in front of their names inscribed on the granite obelisks. 
Pulled into family photographs time and time again, MG 
Bolger and COL Sage were recipients of more hugs than 
could be counted. To say that the Heritage Families were 
pleased with the memorial would be a vast understatement.  

The remainder of the first Heritage Day was rounded out 
by four different bus tours of family homesites and 
cemeteries, self-guided cemetery tours, and the placement 
of signs along the Heritage Trail by Heritage Family 
members Ms. Marie Cryer White, Dollie Haymon Mayo 
Wilcox, and Mr. James Jeter.  
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The two obelisks in Warrior Memorial Park 
honor the displaced families from Fort 
Polk and from Peason Ridge. Each obe-
lisk is engraved with the surnames of the 
families displaced and is placed next to a 
representation of the landmass taken to 
create Camp Polk.  
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The granite obelisks placed in Warrior Memorial Park 
formally symbolize the deep respect and honor America 
owes to the Heritage Families. However, they are not the 
full extent of the Heritage Family Memorial. A series of 
iron silhouettes and a split rail fence between the granite 
obelisks and the woods surrounding Warrior Memorial 
Park further symbolize the way of life that the Heritage 
Families sacrificed for the sake of our nation.  

The Future 
Fort Polk’s Heritage Project has restored connections 
between area residents and their historic lands. However, 
the benefits of this project extend beyond community relations. Soldiers training on Fort Polk share 
a connection with the Heritage Families as never before. Both the Soldiers and Heritage Families 
understand what it means to make deep personal sacrifices to ensure the safety of America. Through 
this common bond with the Heritage Families, Soldiers training on Fort Polk have a surrogate 
family sharing true kinship and an appreciation for the hardships endured for a common cause: the 
sanctity and security of America.  

America’s Soldiers truly understand what it means to sacrifice personal needs for the greater good 
of our nation and thus have a deep empathy for the sacrifices the Heritage Families made. The 
Heritage Project benefits the military mission of Fort Polk because troops training on the Heritage 
Family lands are motivated and inspired by what ordinary Americans sacrificed for the sake of their 
country. 

Plans for the future include honoring and capturing the oral histories of the troops who have trained 
at Fort Polk in preparation for combat in WWII, Korea, and Vietnam. Perhaps future reunions of 
these veterans will be held in conjunction with Heritage Day, bringing together the families whose 
land was used to train our soldiers and the families who protected this nation, bringing full circle the 
history of this land we call Fort Polk.  

Fort Polk Cultural Resources personnel harvested the wood, hand split it, and constructed the split rail 
fence. They then designed the silhouettes, drawing inspiration from an historic photograph of the H.E. 
Self homeplace. After the entire Heritage Project Team voted unanimously in favor of the silhouette de-
sign, a local Fort Polk employee and iron worker constructed the final silhouettes.  

15 

MG Bolger shakes hands with James Jeter, 
Heritage Family member.  
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Appendix A 
 

Alphabetical Listing of  
Displaced Family Surnames 
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A-3 

Camp Polk Families 

Adams Brown Dowden Grandmougin 

Allied Burke  Duckworth Grandy 

Anding Burnett Echols  Grass 

Armstrong Burns  Eddleman Green  

Arnold Burton Elliott Gunter 

Ashmore Cakes Ferguson Haight 

Austin Calcote Fletcher Hall 

Bailey Calhoun Floyd Hancock 

Banks Carlock Ford Hardin 

Bankston Carr  Fowler Haymon 

Bass Carrol Funderburk Haynes 

Behan Carter Gerguson Hicks 

Bethune Cavanaugh Gill Hinson 

Blackman Cooper Gish Hoffpauir 

Blatock Craft Glass Honeycut  

Bloodsworth Cryer Glasscock  Howard 

Blue Cudd Goetzmon Hudgens 

Boone  Davis  Goines Huggins 

Boyd Dear Goings Hunt 

Brack Deason Goodwin Hyde 

Bridges Deckeize Gourney Jackson  

Brister Dixon Graham James 
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A-5 

Camp Polk Families (continued) 

Jeane McInnis Page Scarborough 

Jeter McKee Palmer  Schaeffer 

Johnson  McKu Pate Scobee 

Jones McLean Pelt Self 

Jordan McMullen People Sellers 

Keller McNully Perkins Shankle 

King  Mitchell Petre Sharp 

Knox Monk Phillips Shaver 

LaCaze Morris Pitre Shell 

LeBleu Morrison Poe Singletary 

Leblue Munso Polson  Sliman 

Lee  Musgrove Powell Smith 

Legg Nalde  Prewitt Snell 

Lewis Nash Ranzes Spears 

Looke  Nessmith Reagan Spiller 

Lyons  Netherland Reed Sporn 

Maddox Nolan Roberts Stephens 

Martin Nolde Rowzee Stevens 

McCoullough Oakes Sandel Stewart 

McDaniel Odom Sanders Strocher 

McDonald Owen Sarver Swain 

McElveen Owers Scarber Thompson  
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A-7 

Camp Polk Families (continued) 

Thorton Woodworth   

Tinsley Woosley   

Tolbert Word   

Turner Young   

Varnell    

Vernell    

Wadsworth    

Walker    

Ward     

Watson    

Watts    

Weeks    

Weldon    

Welsh    

West    

White    

Whitley    

Willis    

Wilson    

Wingate    

Wisby    

Woods    
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A-9 

Peason Ridge Families 

Behan McDaniel  Snell  

Bennett McInnis  Spears   

Bridges  Merryman Spies  

Brown  Mitchell  Stephenson  

Browning Moore Stewart  

Cain Norger Thompson   

Carter O'Meara Walker   

Carver  Owers West  

Chambers Owners White   

Curtis  Page   

Dowden Pate   

Jones Pruitt   

Frazier  Reagan   

Grant  Reeves   

Hamilton Rukas   

Haynes  Sandel   

Henderson  Sandell   

Hodges  Sanders   

Hughes  Scott   

Lanier  Shell   

Mason  Simmons   

McCollough Smith   
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Appendix B 
 

Photographic Documentary of the 
Memorialization and Heritage Day 
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B-3 

Registering for Heritage Day tours 

Hall/Brack/Chaney Family Exhibit 
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B-4 

Peason Ridge memorabilia 

Peason Ridge memorabilia 
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B-5 

Brown Family Exhibit 

Reconnecting with old friends 
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B-6 

Cryer/Whitley Family Exhibit 

Louisiana Maneuvers Exhibit 
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B-7 

Convocation 

COL Sage addresses the convocation 
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B-8 

Ms. Boley, USFS, addresses the convocation 

MG Bolger addresses the convocation 
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B-9 

Dr. Larry Monk, NSU, COL David Sage, Fort Polk Garrison Commander, 
and Ms. Boley, USFS, after signing the MOU 

Historic photos are scanned to become part of the Fort Polk collection 
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B-10 

Perusing historic photographs 

MG Bolger and Heritage Family members walk to Warrior Memorial Park  
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B-11 

Aerial view of the Heritage Family monument 

Obelisk honoring Peason Ridge families 
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B-12 

Iron silhouettes and split rail fence at Warrior Memorial Park 
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B-13 

Jeane family 

Haymon family 
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B-14 

Fred Cryer 
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B-15 

Crowds gather prior to dedication of the Heritage Family Memorial 

COL Sage addresses the  attendees 
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B-16 

MG Bolger and COL Sage dedicate the Heritage Family Memorial 

Fort Polk Heritage Choir sings “America the Beautiful” 
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B-17 

MG Bolger poses with stonemasons Steve Lora & Willie Self  

COL Sage poses with Heritage Family members 
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B-18 

Cemetery tour 

Cemetery tour 
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B-19 

Capturing oral histories 

Placing a sign along the Fort Polk Heritage Trail 
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Appendix C 
 

Documentary of 
Historic Photos 
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C-3 

Homestead Photographs 

Clint White Homestead 

James Bass Homestead 
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C-4 

Ollie Kile Homestead 

H.E. Self Homestead 
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C-5 

Unknown Homestead 

Albert Jefferson Cryer  Homestead 
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C-6 

Oscar Calcote Homestead 

W.C. Johnson Homestead 
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C-7 

Azzie Haymon Homestead 

Martha Legg Homestead 
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C-8 

Davis Missionary Baptist Church 

Haymon-Hester Homestead 
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C-9 

Church & School Photographs 

Fullerton School 

Hope Church 
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C-10 

Whiskachitta School 

Slagle School 
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C-11 

Zion Hill Church 

Red Hill Church 
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C-12 

Carpenter Crew 

Turpentine Still 
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C-13 

Mr. & Mrs. Allison Phillips 

Heritage Family Photographs 

Allison Phillips & red wolf  
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C-14 

Christopher Columbus Whitley 

Marrion Monroe Whitley 
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C-15 

Polly Ann Wisby Bass & Alice Bass 

Ed Jeter 
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C-16 

The Jeter Family 

Mary & Archie Singletary, 
Martha Watson Perkins, 

baby Rose Jeter,  
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C-17 

Homer Craft holding 
 Linda Sue Gregory 

Dennis Lee Jeter holding  
Rosie Jeter 
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C-18 

George Cryer 

Laura Ann Cryer & Virgie  
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C-19 

Elijah Calhoun & Stella Bass 

Lynn & Vernon Bass 
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C-20 

Polly Ann Wisby Bass & Frank Bass 

Maydella, Versie  & Vernon Bass 
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C-21 

Missouri Elizabeth Whitley Cryer & William Riley Cryer 

George Washington & Martha Smith 
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C-22 
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C-23 
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C-24 
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We will not forget our Heritage Families for they are unsung heroes  
who surrendered their homes and way of life for the sake of this nation. 

THE FORT POLK   

HERITAGE PROJECT 

Recognize, Honor, and Memorialize 

Heritage Project Points of Contact: 

The Heritage Project staff is attempting to    
compile an historic archive of pictures and   
documents related to each of the families and 
homesteads.  If you have pictures or other     
pertinent documents that would be valuable to 
the Heritage Collection, our professional staff 
can make digital copies of them and return them 
safely to you.  For more information, contact 
Heritage Project Staff at (337) 531-0916.  

Why is this project important?  

This Heritage Project is an important link 
between the Army and the surrounding 
community that focuses on our common 
history.  Only through awareness and   
education can we ensure that our cultural 
history remains relevant and sustainable 
for future generations.  

How can I get involved? 

√ Commit to share your time, ideas, and your 
family’s past with the Heritage Project staff 
and others 

√ Become involved in one or more Heritage 
Project actions such as quilt-making, recipe 
books, canning demonstrations, plowing, 
homestead construction techniques or other 
initiatives that promote the understanding of 
the past. 

√ Share your family reunion dates with us and 
others so they may be published. Invite   
Heritage Project staff to visit at your reunion, 
to explain the benefits of participating in the 
program, and our progress to date. 

√ Help identify unknown burials in our ceme-
teries 

√ Become an active participant in the annual 
Heritage Day celebration each November and 
at other venues throughout the year 

√ Help us make this project meaningful, com-
munity based and sustainable beyond the  
immediate future 

√ Spread the word.  Engage your family.  Get 
involved. 

Michelle McKenzie 

(337) 531-0916 

cecelia.mckenzie@us.army.mil    

M.M. “Skip” Cryer  

(337) 531-0916 

skip.cryer@us.army.mil 

Check out our Website at:  

polkhistory.org L
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What is the scope of this program? 

The Heritage Family Project recognizes, hon-
ors, and memorializes the sacrifices made by 
families that formerly occupied land that is 
now Fort Polk. It serves as a regional outreach 
effort to capture, archive, and share their rich 
cultural past. 

Who is included? 

What is needed? 

• Recorded Oral History 
Interviews detailing daily 
life in west central La. 

• Photographs of people, 
places, and activities of 
everyday life to copy into the 
archives 

• Pre-1945 Documents and 
Records of: military service, 
marriages, taxes, deaths, 
businesses, land purchases, 
etc 

• Artifacts that could be made 
available for temporary loan 
and display 

• Cemetery Burial Informa-
tion for any unidentified 
burial 

• Family Trees that show 
relationships over multiple 
generations 

• Favorite Stories/Oral 
Traditions  handed down 
or told by a member of the 
family 

• Sketches of homesteads 
with the house in relation 
to other outbuildings, 
wells, fences, and agricul-
tural lands 

• Favorite family Recipes 
you are willing to share 

• Family Reunion dates 
and locations so the Heri-
tage Project staff can 
distribute information 

• Your Ideas and Help to 
enhance the understanding 
and to educate others 
about our historical past 

Harriet Price Gill  

Cemetery Investigation 

Here is a sample of how Heritage 
Family Members can help our progress on 
this journey.  The Harriet Price Gill Ceme-
tery (Fort Polk #15) is located in the north-
west corner of the installation.  Members of 
the Gill family shared information about the 
burial location of Harriet Price Gill and her 
son.  In her family history, Eloise Gill Cava-
naugh (great-granddaughter of Reuben R. 
and Harriet Price Gill) states, “These two 
graves were visible in 1927-.”  However, time 
and the passing of the generation led to the 
graves being lost.  Eloise Gill Cavanaugh 
later reports that, “In 1973, with the help of 
Lyndon Smith, who   located the exact spot 
and C.J. Cavanaugh who made the stone, the 
graves were marked-.”   

 
In February of 2009 Lyndon Smith 

confirmed this family history.  Recent discus-
sions suggested that there may have been a 
total of five individuals buried on the home-
stead.  Based on the photographic evidence 
and oral discussions given by the family de-
scendants, the cultural resources staff con-
ducted a non-invasive investigation of the 
area using ground penetrating radar (GPR).  
Since the family communicated this story, 
the homestead is now being more fully docu-
mented and sketched to show the spatial re-
lationship of the buildings, the cemetery, and 
landmarks.   

Harriet Price Gill Cemetery (Continued) 
  

The field data is being evaluated at 
present to verify the location of existing buri-
als and determine if others have been lo-
cated.  Access to information from the fam-
ily is crucial to capturing the historical con-
text of these sites.  As this investigation con-
cludes, the commitment to share the results 
will remain high.  It is only then that the ac-
cess, communicate, and educate triangle can 
be closed. 
  

 

 

 

Are you willing to become involved? To 
communicate what you know? To help pre-
serve the past for future generations?  Heri-
tage Project staff are available through email 
and telephone. 

The Heritage Project includes those dis-
placed persons who are still living, their fami-
lies, and the descendants of anyone who pre-
viously lived on Fort Polk lands between 
1820 and 1941. 
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1/5/2018 Utilio: Compare two maps at the same scale

http://util.io/compare-maps 1/1

Compare two maps at the same scale

The zoom controls on these two maps are "tied", so they always show the same level of zoom. I just wanted this to subjectively compare walking
distances in two different cities.

Fort Polk, Louisiana Baton Rouge, Louisiana

© Util.io 2013

Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error

Util.io

Home List

Peason Ridge

New Land

Fort Polk Main 
Post and USFS 
Intensive and 
Limited Use areas

* Drawn borders are approximate for general comparison purposes only. For accurate boundaries, 
see Land Ownership and Vicinity Map, EA, Envtl. Assmnt. 2-3, ECF No. 17-2 at 18-19 M
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1/5/2018 Utilio: Compare two maps at the same scale

http://util.io/compare-maps 1/1

Compare two maps at the same scale

The zoom controls on these two maps are "tied", so they always show the same level of zoom. I just wanted this to subjectively compare walking
distances in two different cities.

Fort Polk, Louisiana Lake Charles, Louisiana

© Util.io 2013

Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error

Util.io

Home List
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1/5/2018 Utilio: Compare two maps at the same scale

http://util.io/compare-maps 1/1

Compare two maps at the same scale

The zoom controls on these two maps are "tied", so they always show the same level of zoom. I just wanted this to subjectively compare walking
distances in two different cities.

Fort Polk, Louisiana Lafayette, La

© Util.io 2013

Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error

Util.io

Home List
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1/5/2018 Utilio: Compare two maps at the same scale

http://util.io/compare-maps 1/1

Compare two maps at the same scale

The zoom controls on these two maps are "tied", so they always show the same level of zoom. I just wanted this to subjectively compare walking
distances in two different cities.

Fort Polk, Louisiana Shreveport, Louisiana

© Util.io 2013

Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error Map data ©2018 GoogleReport a map error

Util.io

Home List
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1/5/2018 Utilio: Compare two maps at the same scale

http://util.io/compare-maps 1/1

Compare two maps at the same scale

The zoom controls on these two maps are "tied", so they always show the same level of zoom. I just wanted this to subjectively compare walking
distances in two different cities.

Fort Polk, Louisiana New Orleans, Louisiana

© Util.io 2013

Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error

Util.io

Home List
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1/5/2018 Utilio: Compare two maps at the same scale

http://util.io/compare-maps 1/1

Compare two maps at the same scale

The zoom controls on these two maps are "tied", so they always show the same level of zoom. I just wanted this to subjectively compare walking
distances in two different cities.

Fort Polk, Louisiana Washington, DC

© Util.io 2013

Map data ©2018 Google, INEGIReport a map error Map data ©2018 GoogleReport a map error

Util.io

Home List
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November 02, 2017

Ashlyn Smith-Sawka
PEGA
6329 Freret St.
Suite 130
New Orleans, LA 70118-6248

RE:  Your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, 2017-NRCS-06878-F

Dear Ms. Smith-Sawka:

This letter responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, tracking 
number 2017-NRCS-06878-F, dated September 19, 2017, which was received at NRCS 
on September 29, 2017.  You requested the following information:

“On behalf of our client, Pegasus Equine Guardian Association (PEGA), and 
pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, we ask that you 
please provide the following information concerning the United States Army 
Fort Polk installation, located in Vernon Parish, LA: 
1. All records concerning requests that have been made, in the past five 
years, by U.S. Army personnel to the USDA-NRCS, to investigate and/or 
provide information about the natural resources within and adjacent to the 
United States Army Fort Polk installation.
2. All records concerning site visits that have been made, in the past five 
years, by USDA-NRCS personnel to the United States Army Fort Polk 
installation.
 (Date Range for Record Search: From 1/1/2012 To 9/29/2017)

After a thorough search of our files we have determined that we have no records 
responsive to your request. A no records response is considered an adverse action. You 
have the right to appeal this determination. Your appeal must in writing and be 
postmarked or electronically transmitted within 90 days of the date of this letter along 
with your name; date of the initial decision; copy of the final release letter; justification to 
reverse the decision; and FOIA request number.  The appellant authority for adverse 
decision is made by the National FOIA Officer, Patrick McLoughlin.  The appeal 
envelope or email subject line must be clearly marked “FOIA Appeal.”

Mail your appeal to: 

Philip Buchan
USDA - NRCS

United States Department of Agriculture – Natural Resources Conservation Service

O
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NRCS FOIA Public Liaison
1-1100D
5601 Sunnyside Avenue
Beltsville, MD  20705
Philip.buchan@wdc.usda.gov 

Additionally, you may contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at 
the National Archives and Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA mediation 
services they offer.  The contact information for OGIS is as follows:

Office of Government Information Services
National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS
College Park, MD  20740-6001
Email: ogis@nara.gov
Telephone: (202) 741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448
Fax: (202) 741-5769
https://ogis.archives.gov 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional assistance. 

Sincerely,

Patrick McLoughlin
USDA-NRCS FOIA/PA Officer
(202)590-6168
Patrick.mcloughlin@wdc.usda.gov
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